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Short Notes on the Family and the City 
by Jacques de Monleon 
 
1. We know that many very eminent authors do not recognize 
the essential difference between domestic society and political 
society. Plato, for example, writes: “Well, then, surely there 
won’t be any difference, so far as ruling is concerned, between 
the character of a large household, on the one hand, and the 
bulk of a small city on the other? – Not at all. – So, in answer 
to the question we were asking ourselves just now, it’s clear 
that there is one sort of knowledge concerned with all of these 
things, and whether we call it the science of kingship or 
political science or household management makes no 
difference.”1 The nineteenth century political philosopher, 
Louis de Bonald, writes in a similar vein: “Such is the likeness, 
or rather the complete identity that everyone recognizes 
between domestic and public society, that from the most 
ancient times kings have been called the fathers of their 
peoples.”2 And the same idea is found in Fustel de Coulanges’s 
The Ancient City, and this opinion is one of its directive 
principles: “Family, brotherhood, tribe, city, are societies in 
exactly the same way, and are born one from another by a 
succession of federations.”3 
 
2. Plato studies this issue using the same method that he uses 
everywhere in his study of reality. This dialectical method, that 
is, the method of logic, consists in comprehending objects, not 
by seeing their place in the order of reality, but by seeing their 
place in the logical order, that is, their place in the universality 
of our concepts, such as in the composition of subject and 
                                                 
1 Statesman, 259b. 
2 Constitutive Principle, c. 6. 
3 Fustel de Coulanges, The Ancient City, III, c. 3. 

predicate in a proposition. The dialectical method is not 
necessarily illegitimate; not only can it be useful, but it is often 
the only good way to study some real thing. But we can abuse 
it, and its abuse begins when we suppose that things exist in 
reality in exactly the same way in which they exist in the mind. 
Its abuse begins, for example, when we suppose that the 
universality of the concept in our thought corresponds to some 
universal nature in the realm of real being. And here is an 
example of what follows from such a supposition:  since the 
logical genus is the principle, the foundation, and even the 
substance of our knowledge of things (after all, specific 
differences are imposed upon the genus to which they are 
added), it would then follow that the genus is also the 
substance or essence of the object in the order of reality, in 
such a way that the specific differences which are joined to the 
genus end up being accidental determinations of it. But this is 
false; the genus and the specific difference together express an 
essence which in reality is essentially one and indivisible. We 
can also be led to think of the genus as if it were the whole 
essence when we consider its relation to the subjects of which 
it is predicated. We can come to see the genus as a superior 
attribute, since it is more universal and extends to more 
subjects than the species. Then we might think that the genus is 
superior because it represents that which is more perfect in 
reality. Here we have the genus monopolizing the essential and 
reducing the specific difference to a mere accessory. We have 
imposed the properties of the logical order, in which the 
predicate is superior, upon the real order. Even though the 
genus is superior to the difference in universality, it does not 
really tell us that what it names is more perfect: on the 
contrary, it expresses what is indeterminate and potential in the 
notion of a thing. 
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 Of course, we need to see that the city and the family 
are two species which fit under a more common notion.  But 
how can we avoid abusing this dialectical method? How can 
we resist the temptation to think that the genus expresses the 
whole substance? How can we avoid thinking of the specific 
difference as if it were merely accidental? Moreover, how can 
we know that there is a difference between the two kinds of 
societies, the city and the family, and what that difference is? 
To achieve these goals, it is necessary to follow a natural 
method, that is, it is necessary to try to grasp these things 
insofar as they are real beings.  That is, we cannot just consider 
the genus, the starting point of logic, and the logical modalities 
which exist only in the soul; we must also grasp the parts 
which compose the whole of the thing in its real existence. And 
so, to know the nature of this whole which is called the 
household, we must examine its distinctive parts, the 
elementary associations that form it in reality: the partnerships 
of husband and wife, of parents and children, of masters and 
servants. We must do the same for the city, since the distinctive 
parts of these two societies are truly and essentially different.  
We must raise our minds up to their real foundations, proper, 
complex and living, the irreducible differences which 
distinguish them. 
 
3. Because it starts with facts, history might seem immune to 
the abuse of the dialectical method. But what do we actually 
find in Fustel de Coulanges’s History of the Ancient City? Of 
course, the author does insist on the growing strife between the 
city and the family, and on the final victory of the city against 
the family and the tribe; but by itself this does not prevent him 
from asserting that there is an exact likeness between these 
diverse societies. And that makes sense: it is not unlikely that 
beings of the same species fight among themselves and that the 

greater and stronger wins. – Again, one of the fundamental 
themes of his book is that religion, according to the ancients, 
has been the chief inspiration and the principal organizer of 
society. Fustel emphasizes the opposition between one kind of 
religion, a kind which worships domestic divinities, and 
another kind, which worships political divinities.4 He neatly 
indicates the subjective allure of the first, the objective 
character of the second, and we can appreciate this contrast. 
But in fact Fustel is not as surprised as he should be. He does 
not appreciate enough the importance and the reason for this 
difference. His starting point, the likeness of societies in a 
common genus, is insufficient for understanding the 
progression between these things. 
 In truth, the facts of history cannot be deduced from 
logical relationships. It is neither the essence, nor the nature, 
nor the specific difference which form the object of history, but 
the singular, the contingent and the accidental insofar as they 
appear in time.  But these latter make up a fabric that 
unfortunately is torn by irrationality. How can we repair this 
fabric? The following might seem to work: let the historian, in 
place of simply telling everything that happens in the course of 
a particular time, also order it as unified and illuminated by a 
logical conception. Let him consider the accidental relations of 
events to each other as if they were an accidental relation of 
differences added to a logical conception. For example, the 
historian might look at the city not just as something which 
happens to come after the household temporally; rather, he 
might consider the city as an accidental variation, the same in 
kind as the family and the tribe. The advantage in basing 
historical accident upon a logical accident is that we infuse the 
events of history with a seductive rationality; we gather 
everything that happens in history under the same logical 
                                                 
4 Ibid., c. 2. 
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conception, just as the method of limits leads us from the 
square to the circle under the logical conception of the 
polygon. Moreover, since historical realities slowly emerge in 
time, and things that change little by little do not differ except 
in terms of “more and less,” the use of a dialectical method in 
history does not appear to abandon its foundation in historical 
fact – but only if we gloss over the abrupt changes (for 
example, the joining of villages) that tear into the slow and 
continuous evolution of life. The dialectical method uses 
history in its attempt to discover a “more and less” compatible 
with our thinking that the genus is in itself permanent, and that 
ultimately this “more and less” should clarify everything. 
Taken all the way to its logical conclusion (we cannot actually 
accuse Fustel of going all the way here), the historical-logical 
method which we have spoken of explains history as the 
development of just one substance. It should remind us of the 
Hegelian method, here used so brusquely by Karl Marx: 
 

If from real apples, pears, strawberries and almonds I 
form the general idea "Fruit”, if I go further and 
imagine that my abstract idea "Fruit”, derived from real 
fruit, is an entity existing outside me, is indeed the true 
essence of the pear, the apple, etc., then in the language 
of speculative philosophy — I am declaring that "Fruit” 
is the "Substance” of the pear, the apple, the almond, 
etc. I am saying, therefore, that to be a pear is not 
essential to the pear, that to be an apple is not essential 
to the apple; that what is essential to these things is not 
their real existence, perceptible to the senses, but the 
essence that I have abstracted from them and then 
foisted on them, the essence of my idea — "Fruit”. I 
therefore declare apples, pears, almonds, etc., to be 
mere forms of existence, modi, of "Fruit.” My finite 

understanding, supported by my senses, does of course 
distinguish an apple from a pear and a pear from an 
almond, but my speculative reason declares these 
sensuous differences inessential and irrelevant. It sees 
the same thing in the apple as in the pear, and the same 
thing in the pear as in the almond, namely "Fruit”. 
Particular real fruits are no more than semblances 
whose true essence is "the substance" — "Fruit”.5 

 
This way of thinking, moreover, has the effect of annulling all 
genuine evolution in history: since it eliminates essential 
specific differences, the uniformity of the genus allows only 
apparent or accidental changes. 
 But now let us suppose that the healthy desire to escape 
from this last consequence makes us decide to reintroduce the 
specific difference into the substance, instead of leaving it out. 
But let us also suppose that, fearing to lose the benefit of 
dialectical rationality, we refuse to let go of the ancient 
postulate, that what is substantial in the order of logical 
predication, the genus, is purely and simply substantial in 
reality. We can immediately see that trying to satisfy these two 
conditions simultaneously forces us to incorporate 
contradiction into the very substance of things. For if, on the 
one hand, the genus society constitutes the whole substance of 
both domestic and political society, and yet on the other hand 
these two societies are substantially different, it follows that 
they are, at the same time, essentially the same and essentially 
different. 
 And then we could take this substantial contradiction 
and make it the primary motivation in the soul which causes 
the movement of history. – We could also think, and this would 
                                                 
5 Karl Marx, The Holy Family, (taken from Selected Writings, Paris, 
Gallimard, 1934, p. 44). 
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be even better, that a contradictory essence is really not an 
essence; and thus that neither essence nor substance really 
exist; and in particular, that man has no nature, but only a 
history. And if we then dismissed the next world as an 
“illusion,” we could transfer all of our being into the 
accidentality of our actions. – But what this line of reasoning 
finally amounts to is a critique of the postulate which treats the 
genus and the logical substance as if it were the substance of 
things in reality. 
 
4. In contrast, Bonald refuses to accept the fundamental 
difference between the domestic and political societies because 
he deliberately contradicts those who base civil society upon a 
human and free convention. Society is necessary; it is natural. 
It is natural because it is necessary for the production and 
conservation of man. And since the society that is most clearly 
necessary for the production and conservation of man is the 
family, he reduces civil society to the family. But his error 
comes, not in saying that the family is necessary to the 
production and conservation of man, nor in holding that 
political society is natural and necessary to man. His error is 
not to see that the words ‘natural’ and ‘necessary’ have 
different meanings, and that we cannot apply these terms to the 
family and to the city in the same way. The family is necessary 
for the formation and preservation of the very being of man, 
while the city is natural and necessary for him to achieve his 
end: For the end of the generation of man is the human form; 
still, the end of man is not his form, but through his form it is 
fitting for him to work to an end.6 
 Such a serious mistake leads to unsettling 
consequences. For example, Bonald generalizes from the fact 
                                                 
6 St. Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on the Physics of Aristotle, Book II, 
lesson 11, n. 2. 

that in the family the subject proceeds from the sovereign (the 
child from the father) to infer that it will be the same in every 
society. He says that “subjects, insofar as they are subjects, 
proceed from sovereign and his ministers, just as the child 
proceeds from his father and mother.”7 If we too argued this 
way, we might think that we have enlarged the family. We 
might also think that in (clumsily) establishing civil society 
upon this basis we further assure the solidity of the family. 
What we have actually done, however, is to justify beforehand 
and in principle the dissolution of the family into the State.  In 
fact, it is one of the pretensions, or if we wish, one of the ideals 
of the totalitarian State, that its subjects proceed from its 
power. 
 But these are not just the consequences of the kind of 
philosophy which we encounter in our day. In fact, these are its 
principles. It frequently happens that the most implacably 
opposed philosophical systems actually stem from a common 
principle, a common major premiss. By adding to that major 
premiss two different minor premisses, each in itself quite true, 
they ultimately arrive, by rigorous deductions, at two contrary 
conclusions that are equally and dangerously false. Isn’t this 
the case here? Let us take as our major premiss that the society 
which is concerned with the substance of man is the most 
perfect, and all others are reduced to it. If we add to this 
principle a minor premiss which is incontestable: the family is 
the society that is concerned with the substance of man, the 
traditionalist conclusion inevitably follows: the family is the 
most perfect society, and all others are reduced to it. But if, on 
the contrary, confronted by a conclusion so doubtful, I assume 
(always under the same major premiss) this other premiss: the 
most perfect society is the political society, the totalitarian 
conclusion is now imposed upon us: The State is essentially 
                                                 
7 Op. cit., c. 6. 
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concerned with the substance, form, preservation, and 
betterment of man. 
 Of course, in an argument in which the minor premisses 
are true and the inferences are irrefutable, but the conclusions 
are false, our only recourse is to doubt the major premiss. But it 
is often difficult to track that major premiss down, above all 
when it is common to opposed systems, and all the more when 
it represents a very profound metaphysical principle. In the 
present case the major premiss implies nothing less than this: 
substance, being primary in the order of being, is also primary 
in the order of finality and action. That is, this premiss entirely 
confuses and even identifies the ontological primacy of 
substance with its teleological perfection. But neither in man 
nor in any creature are these two things the same: it is obvious 
that we are not perfectly good merely from the fact of our 
existing. Rather we are good only because our actions are 
properly ordered to our end. Being and action are identical only 
in God, and only God is absolutely good through his very 
being. Thus, the confusion of the city and the family implies, at 
its root, whether we like it or not, consciously or 
unconsciously, that man has claimed for himself the Divine 
prerogative. And vice versa, every philosophy which makes 
action (thinking or any action, it does not matter) the substance 
or being of man posits a first principle which causes us to 
confuse the family with the city. 
 
5. Generation is the primary object of the association between a 
man and a woman. But generation is not something belonging 
to man according to his proper nature, that is, according to 
reason. Rather, it is common to him and to the other living 
things, and even to merely physical beings. The desire to leave 
behind another being that resembles himself is not, in man, an 
effect of a deliberate determination: nature itself inspires this 

desire in both animals and plants. As a tendency, it is as natural 
as it is universal.  Nothing is more certain than that generation, 
as we have taken it, is rooted in the world of nature, is 
spontaneous, and stirs up the most vehement, the most 
impatient, and the most profound of desires. Nothing better 
shows us how we are natural. We must not forget this when we 
discuss the family. Now, while the first intention of nature is 
the preservation of the species, nature also universally intends 
to conserve and to guarantee the individual being which it 
brings into being. Still, this is a less primary intention which 
nature leaves to the care of the individual engendered. For, 
although the individual cannot be the principle of his own 
generation, in the end he is always reckoned to be the principle 
of his own conservation. He nourishes himself, nutrition being 
the most fundamental of the functions through which he 
assures his own preservation.  What follows is that nature is 
responsible all by itself for generation; we see that generation 
does not make use of any art except the extrinsic and 
accidental. In contrast, the conservation of the individual 
requires more directly the help and the completion provided by 
art and reason. Thus, man preserves his own existence by 
building houses and making clothes and preparing food in the 
kitchen. Often among the animals, an art participates in 
instinct, each contributing to the preservation of the individual. 
These arts even demand specialized workers who are placed, as 
it were, on the edge of nature, since they do not reproduce 
themselves. All of this shows that the conservation of the 
individual, even if it is understood as encompassed in the 
intention of nature, even if it has its principle in nature, and in 
the vegetative nature which man has in common with other 
living things, is not so profoundly and exclusively natural as 
generation. We can see this last thing to have been well-
understood by Maeterlinck  in his book, The Life of Bees: 
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Here again nature has taken extraordinary measures to 
favor the union of males with females. If she had 
devoted half the genius she lavishes on crossed 
fertilization and other arbitrary desires to making life 
more certain, to alleviating pain, to softening death and 
warding off horrible accidents, the universe would 
probably have presented an enigma less 
incomprehensible, less pitiable, than the one we are 
striving to solve.8 

 
Nature’s “. . . constant cry on all sides is, ‘Unite and multiply; 
there is no other law, or aim, than love,’ while she mutters 
under her breath: ‘and exist afterward if you can; that is no 
concern of mine.’”9  The full meaning of the passage is this: 
the art which provides for the conservation of the offspring is 
marvelously displayed and used in the hive; but the union of 
the male and the queen happens far from the hive, in the depths 
of space, as if nature wished to show that she is self-sufficient 
for generation. And we are the bees. 
 Of course nature calls upon art and reason for the 
preservation of the individual most urgently and clearly in man. 
In the case of man, nature both intends the preservation of the 
species and is entirely charged with the execution of that 
intention. But, although nature intends the preservation of the 
individual man, she requires the prolonged and multiplied aid 
of reason for the execution of the intention. The first 
foundation of marriage is here. Marriage is the union of a man 
and a woman who are deliberately and determinately tied to 
one another. But mere generation does not require such a union 
because generation occurs in every species by the simple 
                                                 
8 The Life of Bees, I. 
9 Ibid., II. 

momentary joining of the sexes. The problem is that, left to 
herself, the female would not be able to fittingly provide for the 
nourishment, protection and education of the child.  The man 
must remain with the woman after generation, and this occurs 
only by a deliberate determination.10  Thus, nature first has 
recourse to reason in order to nourish the engendered 
individual. 
 It would be interesting to compare Hobbes and 
Rousseau with Bonald, on the subject of the preservation of the 
individual. All three would agree with an idea meriting careful 
consideration, that the conservation of the individual is taken 
up in political society, if not only there. But this is how they 
disagree: Bonald always links generation and conservation 
together; both are for him absolutely natural, natural in the 
same way. Hobbes and Rousseau, on the contrary, think that 
the conservation of the individual is the concern of reason and 
liberty. Isn’t the foundation for this divergence in what we 
have come to see? We have seen that conservation is natural in 
the sense that nature inclines to it, but it still requires the 
assistance of reason. We are here touching upon the principle 
of the distinction and relation between economics and politics. 
 
6. A thing is natural because nature produces it. But nature can 
produce a thing in many ways. 
 1. First, because this thing fits the nature of man in this, 
insofar as his nature has something in common with animals, 
with plants, or more generally yet, with all physical beings. 
This is the sense in which nature is inclined both to the 
generation and preservation of the individual. It is according to 
this meaning of the term that generation and preservation are 
called natural and are called more and less natural. Now, the 
inclination that is common to many more different kinds of 
                                                 
10 St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, IIaIIae, q. 154, a. 2. 
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beings will be to that degree ‘more natural’ in each of them. 
But in some cases, in order to be fully satisfied, the inclination 
derived from what man has in common with other beings must 
have recourse to that which is proper to the nature of man, 
reason. This latter is the sense in which the conservation of the 
individual in the human species is natural, and in this way it 
differs from generation which, we have seen, requires nothing, 
so to speak, from reason. 
 2. In the second place, a thing is natural because it fits 
man in what is proper to his nature, reason. But even here we 
must make distinctions. 
  a) In some cases rational nature can be inclined 
towards acts which nature guides from beginning to end. It is in 
this way that nature produces in us from their very beginnings 
the most universal judgments, such as that the whole is greater 
than the part, or that we must do good and avoid evil, etc. 
  b) In other cases rational nature is inclined to 
something which can only be accomplished by the application 
of reason and will. If something is called natural in this sense, 
it is because it conforms to a thing’s nature, because it 
corresponds to its ultimate desire, which is its perfection. This 
is something that is not provided by nature alone. Knowledge, 
virtue and political society are ‘natural’ in this sense and in this 
sense only. In such things the natural inclination varies in 
degree in different individuals; nature only provides a 
beginning, a spontaneous tendency, more or less vague and 
confused, toward something that can only come about by an 
extended and laborious application of art, reason and the will. 
 These are the principal senses of the word ‘natural,’ 
although there are others. We see how the word ‘nature’ hides 
equivocations and that it can be the source of fallacious 
reasoning. We see also the vigilance and dexterity which is 
needed when we use it. Otherwise, we speak in vain about the 

‘natural’ character of the family and society. To understand 
anything we must distinguish.  
 These necessary distinctions help us discern between 
the contrary positions, of Hobbes and Rousseau on the one 
hand, and of Bonald on the other. It is true, as the first two 
posit, that political society is not natural; it is not natural 
because it cannot be formed unless reason and freedom are 
applied to establish it, although of course it is natural in that it 
corresponds to the inclination and perfection of man. And it is 
true to say with Bonald that political society is natural, in the 
sense that it corresponds to the inclination, the desire and the 
perfection of human nature, although it is not natural as if 
reason and free will do not need to intervene in order to 
institute it. 
 
7.  The third object of the family is the education of children, 
their apprenticeship in human life. But what do the words 
‘human life’ signify in the sense in which it is now necessary to 
take them? “Life” does not designate being but acting. Human 
life is made up of specifically human acts, i.e., acts which 
proceed from a deliberate will. Thus education is something so 
different from generation and conservation that it seems at first 
difficult to assign it to the family along with them. Insofar as it 
generates and conserves children, the family as a cause ought 
to provide for the being of children. Insofar as it educates 
children, it regards them, on the contrary, as principles of 
action. But since the milieu par excellence of properly human 
acts is political society, ought not education pertain to it? 
Education is inevitably contested terrain, a sort of perpetual 
Gran Chaco11 where the two communities, the family and 
political society, face each other. 

                                                 
11 Area is South America claimed by several countries. 
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 At this point we must lay down a general principle: As 
soon as man is seen as a principle of his own actions, it follows 
that there must be a concurrence between the family and public 
society. Already on the economic level, with respect to man’s 
conservation and maintenance, the two communities interfere 
with each other. However trivial the claim may seem, let us not 
forget that the living being is itself the active principle of the 
assimilation of its food, even if not always a principle of the 
production. 
 Can we call the family a ‘natural’ association with 
respect to education? The very question implies another: is it 
natural that a principle of action, above all when it acts by 
reason and will, when it is causa sui [cause of itself], depends 
in its action on some prior principle? On the contrary, doesn’t 
its nature demand that it act by itself? We know that certain 
educators rely on the principle of letting the child move 
himself. Obviously, it belongs to the nature of a principle made 
for self-movement to move itself, but nothing can move itself 
unless it has first been put into act. A car doesn’t start on its 
own; the driver has to start it. And this is the nature of every 
agent outside of God, whose being is action. This is a universal 
law, transcendental within creation: in order to act a creature 
must first of all have been acted upon by another; and the 
creature is subject to this law even when it is of itself a cause 
by reason and by will. Now the role of education is exactly 
this: to put man on track, to put him in act in the order of 
human action, and to elevate him to the status of a principle 
which is a movens seipsum [self-mover]. 
 Nature demands more: it demands that that the 
generated be set going and put into act by its generator. To the 
degree that we follow the thread of generation and heredity, 
our access to the soul of the child is more intimate, easy, and 
natural. In fact, we see very clearly that the same is true here. 

Being is the root of doing, and doing is the end of being. The 
father is, then, the natural educator of the child. 
 Still, nature seems perplexed and hesitant on this point. 
It inspires certain kinds of generators to restrict themselves 
pretty strictly to generation.  In these cases, they have hardly 
put their offspring into the world before they lose interest in 
them. They say to them something like: “We have begotten 
you; our job as far as you go is done. You are living; it’s up to 
you to move yourself; it’s up to you to keep out of trouble.” 
Fish, for the most part, and often men too, end their association 
there. For others the reverse is true: they seem to more or less 
forget that the limit of their activity in regard to their offspring 
should almost be a refutation of their activity; that the goal to 
be attained is to enable their descendants spontaneously to 
move themselves well. There are parents who tend to bind their 
children to themselves indefinitely; to exaggerate and prolong 
their causality. “I want my daughters. I made them. They’re 
mine,” says Pere Goriot.12 The root of this tendency is found in 
generation, the first basis of paternal behavior. My daughters, I 
made them; thus, the daughters do not belong to themselves. 
Poor Goriot reasons very formally once the principle is posited. 
What has been engendered, as such, is entirely an effect. It is 
not the cause nor the master of its own life: it owes that to its 
parents. So it is that, rather than sustain and animate from 
within, the voice of the generator can, in the father, overmaster 
the voice of the educator. It is difficult, indeed, for the cause of 
something to see it otherwise than as an effect; to know, when 
the time comes, to treat its effect as a principle; more: to 
exercise its causality so as to make its effect itself be a cause. 
 
8.  From the principle posited, “I have made them,” Goriot 
logically infers that his daughters are his. But must we not 
                                                 
12 A character in a novel by Balzac. 
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question the principle itself and ask whether a father 
pronounces it from within the plentitude of fatherhood? In fact, 
neither Goriot nor Grandet13 represent the father in his absolute 
and complete idea, in his Platonic essence. What Balzac 
depicts in these characters is rather, in the twilight of a fading 
day, the disparagement of human paternity. Speaking as he 
does, Goriot sinks far below the perfect Father of whom one 
cannot admit that He uses the word make with regard to his 
Son: genitum non factum. And even with regard to human 
generation we sense something trivial, inelegant about using 
the word make. In truth, the physical generation of living 
things, adequately grasped, encloses a conflict which the story 
of Oedipus symbolizes in a striking way. The destiny of 
Oedipus is, among other things, a paternity which sinks from 
its royal, almost divine heights: 
 
 Children, young offspring of ancient Cadmos…14 
 
into the ambiguous and pitiful obscurity of the lower regions: 
 

But today the gods have abandoned me. I am the son of 
impure beings, and I, miserably, have seeded the womb 
whence I came.15 

 
Should we erase this immanent antithesis between grandeur 
and misery, all the tension of the drama is released. Whence 
comes the conflict? What importance does it have? We will do 
well if we get just a glimpse of the answers to these difficult 
questions. 

                                                 
13 Another character from a Balzac novel. 
14 Sophocles, Oedipus Rex, 1. 
15 Ibid., 1360. 

 We are not subsistent life, but corporeal living things. 
Our life is a participated life, existing in a matter which is its 
subject. Consequently, the propagation of life for us is tied to 
the generator’s transmutation of the matter from which the 
generated being is made. From this point of view, the father 
can in a certain sense be compared to an artist or a worker, and 
he can say that he ‘makes’ a child as they make their works. 
The base, vulgar, ambiguous, and sordid connotations, 
everything miserable or repugnant which can be met with in 
physical generation is attached to the material cookery which is 
its precondition. Without conceding anything at all to the 
morose repulsion of the Manicheans on this issue, their attitude 
is explained by this condition. However much the shadowy 
regions of generation contrast with its sublime heights, the 
shadowy regions still have their mystery. 
 If the physical generation of the living is imperfect 
insofar as it is physical, it owes its grandeur to the fact that, all 
the same, it is the generation of something living, i.e., a 
communication of life, the production of something living from 
a conjoined living thing according to a similitude of nature. 
Considered in itself, what could be more wonderful than to 
propagate life, to communicate to another the perfection which 
consists in self-movement? In itself, this includes no 
imperfection and we find it in God. The shadows and contrast 
appear when the communication of life is complicated by the 
subjection of matter, a subjection more profound to the degree 
that the perfection to be communicated is higher and more 
interior. For there is an opposition between the perfection 
communicated, which is to be moved by oneself, and the mode 
of communication, which implies that a matter, a subject, is 
moved ab alio [by another].  
 At bottom, isn’t this the antithesis between life and 
subject? If we agree to call ‘subject’ that which receives or 
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possesses in itself a determination, a movement, and act, every 
life is a victory over subjectivity. For the living is not such 
because it receives an act in itself, or because it possesses it in 
itself, but rather because it moves itself, applies itself, and 
determines itself to action. This feature of the living thing led 
Bergson by extrapolation to deny that any coming to be 
demands a subject. “There are changes, but there are not, under 
the change, things that change: change has no need for a 
support.”16 Bergson goes too far, first of all because change 
demands a subject, and then also because life has consented to 
being participated in by a subject. We find the right manner of 
thinking about and saying these things in these lines from John 
of St. Thomas: “The vitality of an act does not belong to it 
precisely due to its inherence in a living subject (for this only 
implies passivity, and what is passive as such has nothing vital 
about it); the vitality of an act belongs to it insofar as it 
proceeds actively from a living thing, for the most formal 
notion of the living thing is that it moves itself, not that it 
undergoes something.”17 
 Because it is a transmutation,  an alteration of a subject, 
biological generation is a signpost of becoming. It is in itself a 
riotous movement, a paroxysm of life. It is transitory and 
repeats itself indefinitely. Entirely concerned with bringing 
things into existence, but not with conserving them in 
existence, it pursues multiplication in an unlimited becoming. 
But all of this is not sufficient for achieving the full perfection 
of paternity. No one can really lay claim to the title of father 
except by the care which he gives to the preservation and the 
development of those whom he begets. There are peoples for 
whom the legal father is the one who takes charge of the 
                                                 
16 H. Bergson, La Pensee et le Movant, p. 185. 
17 John of St. Thomas, Cursus Theologicus, disp. 32, a. 5, n. 32 (ed. De 
Solemnes, T. IV, p. 79) 

children, and not simply the procreator.18 This is because to 
preserve something in being is more perfect and demands a 
higher and more universal causality than it does to bring things 
into existence. To nourish is, in a sense, more noble than to 
beget. To nourish is to procure food. Food presupposes a being 
which is already able to move itself, since the one being fed 
must vitally assimilate its food, and in fact food is the very 
object for this vital power of assimilation. Now every movere 
seipsum [self-mover] confronts an object, while the moveri ab 
alio [thing moved by another] is completed by an efficient 
cause. For a living thing, food is the first object which it has 
the ability to make use of itself. Finally, as we have already 
noted, food presupposes the cooperation of reason. Let us add 
to this the protection and education of the offspring and we will 
begin to see that it is in going beyond mere generation that 
paternity develops its true greatness. It is by this sort of 
extension and enlargement that paternity is elevated unto a 
royal dignity, even unto divinity, as we find in Egypt, where 
the Pharaohs were fundamentally the food suppliers of the 
people. 
 
9.  Of the three essential functions of the family, generation, 
nourishment, and education, the first two concern the substance 
of man, the third, his action. Moralists and sociologists as a 
rule do not think much about substance,  and this is quite 
understandable, for they are concerned with human acts, 
which, as we have noted, are accidents. Let us look into this 
further. If men who are concerned with human action easily 
turn away from the substance, the essence, or the nature of man 
and if they even come to deny it, the first reason for this 
attitude is the dislocation in the creature of the order of being 
and the order of good. A man has being, in the absolute sense 
                                                 
18 Encyclopedie Francaise, T. VII, 7.14 and ff.  
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of the word being, not because he is good, but because he is a 
man. On the contrary, a man is good, in the absolute sense of 
good, not because he is a man, but because he acts well. We 
have being absolutely in virtue of our substance, which is not 
good except in a relative way, radically, that is, as the first 
‘root’ of our acts. And we are good absolutely by our actions, 
which are not being except in a relative and, as it were, 
secondary way, since they are no more than accidents of our 
substance. This great divergence between being and good 
certainly does not make us feel completely comfortable, nor 
perfectly secure, and we always try to mask or reduce the 
divergence. Recall in passing two contrary philosophies on this 
point: that of Leibniz, who turns substance into an at least 
virtual action, and Existentialism, which suppresses substance 
to reduce all our being to the accidentality of our acts. 
 Even if it is normal that the moralist and the sociologist 
do not take any time to think about man as substance, it would 
nevertheless be good if they took a little more interest than they 
are wont to do. The simple recollection of what a substance is 
already brings in some serious clarifications on the question of 
the family and the city. We call a ‘substance’ a thing to whose 
nature it belongs to exist by itself. This is not to say that a 
substance cannot have a cause of its existence. With the 
exception of God, all substances exist because of one or more 
causes which produce them. The words ‘by itself’ do not 
exclude a cause, but rather a subject in which the substance 
would exist and which would sustain it: a substance cannot be 
received into something else. Existing by itself, maintaining 
and retaining its existence in itself, substance cannot be 
specified by anything exterior to itself, in the way sensing, 
thinking, willing are specified by their objects. Not existing in 
another thing, it is not open to another thing: it is interior to 
itself, shut in on itself, enclosed on itself. It is ‘in itself.’ 

 Now, it is remarkable that the family, whose primordial 
occupations concern the engendered and conserved substance, 
also tends to shut in on itself. Where the family is strong, it has 
trouble opening up. Where men open themselves up too easily 
or too quickly to their circle of friends or to the world, the 
family loses its cohesion. The old Sabine families opposed 
Romulus when he wanted to make Rome an asylum for all 
comers. We can multiply observations of this kind with regard 
to peasant families, provincial ones, etc. However hackneyed 
the subject, we know that reality does not lag behind 
imagination. Experience shows us how varied, comic, refined, 
or violent are the lives of families. Further, many men find 
their vital support there: domestic bears who love their cage, 
who decorate it to their taste, who see irresistible pleasures 
there and refuse to leave; owls who indeed have their wisdom, 
but whom the light of day dazzles and who prefer their hole; 
and also delicate plants: in the open field they can only 
vegetate and die: they need a greenhouse and a planter. 
 But for other temperaments the family is soon too 
narrow; they need the open air. Close them in and they get 
jumpy. You can put a geranium in a vase, but not an acorn, 
which will break it when it becomes an oak. This is how the 
family, when it yields to its demon of isolation, works for its 
own destruction: it makes those who do not find their 
fulfillment in it displaced persons, vagabonds. We send young 
men into the world because the permanence of the domus 
[home] is unable to assure their livelihood; their attachments 
are broken, and when they return the family no longer knows 
them or hardly recognizes them for its own. Here colonization 
can be a safety-valve, except that colonial life is not generally 
very favorable to the solidity and stability of families. 
Relations with the metropolis are developed and multiply, 
resulting in an ebbing of mores, while new customs corrode 
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traditions. The Roman patres [fathers] were well guarded 
against the influence of those returning home. Rome did not 
swarm off like the Greek cities: it constituted provinces; it 
organized the universe around itself. If time permitted, it would 
be worthwhile to consider all this more thoroughly, taking the 
notion of empire as our frame of reference.  
 Do not forget, moreover, that it is not only because it is 
self-enclosed, but also because it is stable that substance 
reverberates with the behavior of the family and that it provides 
here a healthy antidote to the city, whose bent, on the contrary, 
leans somewhat dangerously in the direction of the 
indeterminate mobility of action. 
 
10.  To the degree that substance is self-sufficient in the line of 
being, of esse, since it exists in and by itself, to that same 
degree it is insufficient in the line of action and of bene esse, of 
well-being. For action is specified by an object, that is, it is 
turned toward an end extrinsic to substance. This profound 
antinomy of the ‘in itself’ and the ‘of the other’ is not simply a 
matter of metaphysical speculation. It finds expression in 
human behavior. It provokes differences of attitude, 
disagreements, misunderstandings, antipathies secret or 
declared, and sometimes implacable combat. Is this not one of 
the sources of the permanent antagonism between Athens and 
Sparta? In The History of the Peloponnesian War, the people of 
Corinth declare: 
 

Lacedaemonians…you do not show much 
comprehension of foreign affairs…. Alone 
among the Greeks do you remain inactive…You 
have no idea, moreover, of the adversaries you 
have in hand with the Athenians. How 
completely different from you! They love 

innovations, are prompt to conceive and to 
realize what they have resolved; even if you 
intend to safeguard the way things are, you lack 
invention, and you do not even do what is 
necessary. They show themselves audacious 
even beyond their strength, bold beyond any 
expectation, full of hope even amidst dangers. 
Your line of conduct consists in doing less than 
you might.... They act and you temporize; they 
travel abroad while you are the most domestic 
of men…. Rest without occupation burdens 
them more than laborious activity. In brief, in 
saying of their nature that they are as incapable 
of remaining quiet as they are of leaving others 
in peace, we would be speaking the absolute 
truth.19 
 

 But precisely because it inclines first of all to the being 
of substance, the family is incapable of being completely self-
sufficient in the order of human acts. It does not belong to the 
family to assure the full per se sufficientia vitae [self-
sufficiency of life], the full development of life in action. This 
is not to deny that it is good for certain men (and in certain 
cases which are in fact frequent) to be enclosed in a strongly 
familial society. It is so among primitive peoples, and in 
civilizations in decay, i.e., every time men are not ripe enough 
or end up being too ripe to live a perfect human life. To the 
degree that man is too imperfect to be up to the standard of the 
city, it is necessary that the family maintain or firmly 
reestablish its controls. Whence the benefit of the middle ages: 
coming after a used up and defeated civilization, it recovered 

                                                 
19 Thucydides, Peloponnesian War, I, 68-70. 
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and rejuvenated its seeds in a natural and life-giving family 
climate and so prepared new developments. 
 We cannot exaggerate the concrete, the practical 
importance of these reserves. Nevertheless, this should not hide 
the deep-seated incompleteness of substance and thus the 
insufficiency of the family. This insufficiency can again be 
seen from the following perspective: to act, a created substance 
must be surrounded, armed, equipped with powers or faculties 
like intelligence, will, etc. The development of these faculties 
of man relative to action for the sake of the perfect human good 
finds its perfection in political life. Thus, philosophies which 
propose to relieve substance of these encumbering faculties and 
which make of substance itself an immediate principle of 
action – all philosophies of this sort posit a principle of 
confusion between domestic and public society. Those who 
give everything to the family, like Bonald (a great admirer of 
Leibniz), and those who pretend to remove everything from it, 
like the totalitarian state, can together lay claim to this 
principle and these philosophies. Doesn’t the Marxist solution 
to the human problem also express the same viewpoint? Isn’t it 
finally a question of inverting these two, the faculties and 
actions of man as superstructure of a nature, and the substance 
which the faculties presuppose? Of integrating our action into 
our essence, so that the former no longer depends on the latter, 
but the latter on the former? Isn’t this, in fact, the true end of 
the quarrel between man and his nature? The true end of the 
quarrel between essence and existence? The second coming of 
freedom? 
 
11. But have we now made such a sharp distinction between 
substance on the one hand and faculties and action on the other, 
that we are inclined to make a definitive argument that 
education does not belong to the family? How can we escape 

this conclusion if the city is the place par excellence of human 
action and if human actions are the object of education? Or 
maybe this distinction really supports the opposite: civil society 
must not intervene in education if it will not aid the family and 
subordinate itself to the family? 
 But since being is the root of action and acting well is 
the end of being, society naturally has a responsibility even for 
being. Thus we cannot purely and simply deny that it has a 
responsibility for action and acting well. Man does not receive 
only his being from his causes. They must set a man in motion, 
give him his start, otherwise he would not be in a position to 
move himself. The role of familial education is precisely to 
begin us in life, in human acts, by putting us in act in such a 
way that we can in the end act and act well on our own. This 
beginning is a long and laborious affair. For the angel it needs 
only an instant; for the animal it sometimes demands a certain 
length of time; but in the case of man it needs a very long time, 
for he can only slowly acquire the formation and the necessary 
experience to face the indefinite and shifting sea of life.20 
 But the family does not secure a man’s entire education. 
Familial education always implies that the child is moved to 
some degree by his causes, increasingly less so as the child 
grows up. Thus, the aptitude to move oneself cannot be 
perfected without being exercised in the city. On the other 
hand, familial education is accomplished in a certain way by 
impressed motions, by undergoing impulsions. In the family 
there is always a kind of “inculcation.” We may recall here the 
observations of Plato on the role and mode of familial 
education in the acquisition of good order, on the δοκοὖντα 
νόμιμα [apparent laws], the πάτριοι νόμοι [paternal laws]. In 
the family there are all kinds of prescriptions that resemble 
law: Remain quiet, stand up in the presence of your elders, etc. 
                                                 
20 John of St. Thomas, op. cit., disp. 23, a. 2. 
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It would be ridiculous to make ‘laws’, in the proper sense of 
the term, for all the little matters and uncertainties. It is 
necessary however to immerse children in them, to provide 
them the sense of what is right, what is legitimate, and thus 
prepare them to obey the legal. But this immersion proceeds by 
way of νουθέτησις, “putting yourself in the mind, in the head . . 
.”21  
 Now the properly and fully human act requires that 
man, instead of acting under a impulse received from outside, 
brings himself to one end or another by particular means that 
he has deliberately chosen. These are the modes of objectivity 
and finality that establish the character and specific excellence 
of the education received in the city. It is easy to make a 
mistake on this point because we often have a debased idea 
about the political completion of education, and because that 
education is confused with education or teaching by the State. 
For good or ill, the State can make itself a teacher and take 
over the part of education that normally is left to the family. 
The terms public or national education may deceive us: we do 
not thereby know what the goal of education must be in the city 
as such. 
 In the funeral speech that Thucydides puts in the mouth 
of Pericles, one of the reasons for loving Athens is its shows 
and festivals.22 To offer to the eyes of men the objects that 
affect, open and form them is in fact a very important part of 
public education. We cannot explore this here since the details 
are endless. Let us say simply that in every matter and every 
order, from monuments to displays, and from landscaping to 
hats, the city must thoroughly maintain an atmosphere such 
that the things surrounding the citizens are not crude but are 
presented with the quality, harmony and excellence 
                                                 
21 Cf. Souilhe, La Notion d’intermediaire, pp.146ff. 
22 Thucydides, op. cit., II, 38. 

commensurate with the good life of man. Bread, for example, 
consists not only of carbohydrates, proteins and vitamin B; its 
nutritive power must be flush with true flavor and harmonious 
with the first degree of wisdom, namely, the first discernment 
of order that is the sensation of taste. Wine, too, should have its 
bouquet. Men should not allow themselves to be buried in a 
materiality that is scientific and brutish, the funeral of comfort, 
but convenience should raise itself up to some share in true and 
free beauty. The city watches over language, which is not 
simply a kind of exchange but an incomparable means of 
formation through its phonetics, through the expressive power 
and intelligence of which it is objectively full. The city must 
attend to public performances, music, theater, cinema, contests, 
matches, races, Olympiads, ball games, fireworks, festivals, 
fairs, broadcasting and bullfights. It must not only sustain 
artists but also protect and promote a certain quality in the 
works themselves, even if it must act contrary to the artists 
themselves. It should abandon neither the artists nor the public 
to the mercy of snobbery, clique, ambition, or moneyed 
interests. Clear the air, as much as possible, above the marshes 
of literature. All this is not easy. It requires neither edicts nor 
bureaucrats nor the nationalization of the arts and letters, but a 
kind of superior and free judgment and a sense of life. But how 
can this be accomplished? 
 

We must look for those craftsmen who have the gift of 
following the trail of true beauty and grace, so that like 
the inhabitants of a healthy country, the young may 
receive benefit from all things about them, whence the 
influence that emanates from works of beauty may waft 
itself to eye or ear like a breeze that brings health from 
wholesome places, and so from earliest childhood that 
influence must insensibly guide them to friendship, to 
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imitate the beautiful and to establish between it and 
them a perfect harmony.23 
 

Moreover, all this formation which comes from the city must 
begin at childhood and surround and bathe familial education. 
 Finally, it is through the law that the education of man 
is truly achieved. There are no laws in the family, except in an 
imperfect manner. Law is objective and universal, an order 
emanating from reason in view of the end which is the 
common good. But reason, objectivity, universality, and 
finality result in the law speaking to men only to the degree 
that they can move themselves deliberately, and therefore 
speaking not to children but to citizens. 
 
12. Just as art presupposes matter and the gifts of nature, so the 
city presupposes men. Receiving them from nature by way of 
the family, the city has for its object not to make men, but to 
perfect them, to give them a sufficiency of those means 
necessary for attaining by reason and will the end of human 
life: Homines non facit politica, sed sumens a natura, utitur 
ipsis.” “Political [science] does not make men, but taking them 
from nature it uses them.”24 
  Moreover, when a society, a political regime meddles 
with generation (for example, with the intention of maintaining 
purity of race and blood), it admits its impotence and resigns as 
a regime, as a political society: for the object, purpose and 
greatness proper to politics is to bring to the highest possible 
degree of perfection the human matter that nature furnishes. It 
is more difficult to lead a man than to beget him. As Joseph de 
Maistre said: “The great difficulty is not to make children, but 
to make men.” Even the greatest artist does not produce the 
                                                 
23 Plato, Republic 401c. 
24 Aristotle, Politics 1258a21. 

matter that his art works upon; rather, he receives it “as is” 
from nature, and knows how to pull off a great work, 
notwithstanding how inconsistent or rebellious the matter may 
be. The greatest marvel of the divine art is not creation, but the 
elevation of the creature to the supernatural order. This is not to 
say that the city must be purely and simply uninterested in 
generation. On the contrary, the city must take it into account, 
but only in order to assure that the family can do it well: as 
city, its object lies elsewhere. 
 
13. The distinction between domestic and public societies 
becomes even clearer when we consider it from the viewpoint 
of causality. In the family the efficient cause manifests quite 
clearly, whereas the final cause plays a more implicit role and 
within the context of nature. The parent is the efficient cause of 
the offspring and of the nourishment he provides for it, and the 
education proper to the family is conducted to a great degree 
by a kind of “pushing.” But the end is always present in the life 
of the city, which has as its express goal the happiness of man, 
the ultimate end to which it tends through its deliberate action. 
Moreover, there is a great difference between the way an end 
works and the way an efficient cause works. The end does not 
trigger the will; it causes action only if it is presented in the 
guise of object: ignoti nulla cupido (there is no desire for what 
is not known). There is no parallel in the case of efficient 
cause, which acts by an impulse that the patient undergoes 
obscurely. In the family there is an impulse that is felt, and 
often very compellingly, but often it is more instinctive than 
objective. Traditions are received without examination, 
accepted and handed down simply because they descended 
from previous generations. Justice in patriarchal societies 
assumes the appearance of Themis: an oracle given by the 
father, by the king, under some inspiration come down from on 
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high. Law is not what one reads, but what binds us as 
something holy and traditional, for which one does not have to 
advance reasons. Contrary to this, the more the city rises and 
the more men know and want to know the reasons behind their 
actions, the more the final end affirms its role in their life: 
justice becomes Judgment [Gr.: Dike]. Law will then proceed 
from deliberation and be established upon principles and 
written down for all to see.  
 
14. Whatever corrections they might require, the considerations 
found in Fustel’s The Ancient City concerning religion and the 
family provide much to ponder. Without a doubt the first issue 
concerns the basis of the family’s sacred character, once so 
widely recognized. If nature aims at generation with such a 
strong impulse, it is because by generation corruptible beings 
imitate, as much as they are able to, the eternity of God. The 
individual passes, but the species abides. What pushes these 
beings to reproduce themselves is the divine desire in nature to 
resemble its own indefectible principle. To participate in God’s 
immutability and eternity through succession, through the 
decay of time and individuals, is the end that nature pursues by 
means of generation.  
 

For in all things, as we affirm, Nature always strives 
after ‘the better’. Now ‘being’ . . . is better than ‘non-
being’: but not all things can possess being, since they 
are too far removed from the principle. God has 
therefore adopted the remaining alternative, and 
fulfilled the perfection of the universe by making 
‘coming-to-be’ uninterrupted, . . . because, ‘that 
coming-to-be’ should itself be perpetual, is the closest 
approximation to eternal being.25 

                                                 
25 Aristotle, Generation and Corruption 336b27. 

 
Let us note here a few points:  
 a) In accomplishing a task divine in the way we have 
just spoken of, it is normal that the family in all its vigor (that 
is, especially before the appearance or clear development of the 
city) feels instinctively its existence and its permanence as 
something divine. It puts itself above the individual, who is 
reduced in a way to being only its support, its transitory and 
unceasingly replaced instrument. It tends, in the manner of 
monism, to absorb all human life, leaving the individuals, its 
proper members, to be hardly more than modes or accidents of 
its own being. Fustel felt all that deeply and perhaps even 
exaggerated it a little. 
 b) But Fustel constantly opposed religion and nature 
with respect to the family. Let us distinguish: if we think of 
nature insofar as it is made real and concretized in this or that 
individual, then it is true that the family can, in the name of its 
own existence, neglect nature, or even oppose it, for example, 
in breaking certain bonds of natural affection. But if one thinks 
of nature as the divine wish of always maintaining itself across 
the passing individuals, then there is nothing more strongly 
natural than domestic religion. 
 c) Imitation of divine permanence is the end of nature 
and generation. But this end is not an object that nature must 
know in order to reach it. This is why the atmosphere of 
domestic religion is so dark, peopled with ghosts and shadows, 
with shades and household gods in indistinct outline, with 
occult influence. These divinities do not give rise to a true 
mythology, which is something more luminous and objective. 
Rather, the household gods are honored by superstitious 
practices or magic. And the rites and formulas are repeated 
long after anyone understands them. 
 There remains much more to examine in the relation 
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between the family and religion. Thus, let us consider religion 
according to its precise definition. Religion is an incomplete 
form of justice and has for its object the worship rendered to 
God insofar as he is the first principle of being and of the 
government of the world. In other words, religion looks to God 
principally as the Creator and Sovereign Mover. If it reaches 
out for him under the title of Last End of the Universe, it does 
so less openly, so to speak, and in a secondary, implicit and 
indirect way; in fact, in such a way that we find in religion the 
predominance of the efficient cause that we find in the family. 
Isn’t this one of the foundations of the close affinity between 
the family and religion? 
 Now it is true that domestic religion was at first very 
closed in, and that each household was jealous for its particular 
divinities. Then one day, when the idea of a Single God, the 
Principle of All Things, was affirmed, domestic religion 
opened up, enlarged itself and became related to the 
universality of the first cause. God was adored and entreated as 
the Father par excellence and the source of all fatherhood. 
Parents and ancestors were now venerated as ministers of God 
in his communication of being. But this enlargement of religion 
does not require it to rise above the reference point of efficient 
causality. Narrower or wider, the divinity is always manifested 
as the source of being. In sum, religion does not lose its 
profound affinity with the family just because it understands 
and has recourse to a higher and more universal deity. 
 Also, the religion of the city is not a simple expansion 
of domestic religion, in such a way that there is an historical 
continuity which leads from the second to the first. Rather, 
when we pass from one to the other, we enter a different order 
of things. Fustel himself insinuates this using excellent terms 
which we wish to emphasize: “On the other hand, man applied 
his idea of the divine to the exterior objects that he beheld, that 

he loved or feared, to the physical agents who were the masters 
of his happiness and his life.”26 The political religion is turned 
towards its own objects and its own ends. 
 
15. Thus, the family is spontaneously religious, first because of 
the divine end which nature pursues by means of generation, 
but also because of the primacy of efficient cause and the mode 
of this kind of causality. In contrast, the family is less fully in 
harmony with the supernatural. If the evolution of the life and 
religion of the city had not displaced the ancient religion of the 
household, would the Gospel and Revelation have been able to 
capture the ancient world as they did? The paradox is clear. 
Religion and the supernatural are very much connected, but 
they are different and it would be erroneous to confuse them. 
There are societies and governments which are very hostile to 
the supernatural and yet which invoke God religiously. 
Moreover, if a religion has for its object the worship which is 
owed to God as First Principle of reality, that religion can be 
purely natural. 
 Of course, the supernatural supposes that the creature 
depends upon God as the cause of its being. But to discern 
what religion consists in essentially, we cannot stop there. The 
lowliest student of theology clearly sees that if he limits 
himself to considering God as an efficient cause, as the cause 
of being as being and the proper and universal cause of 
existence, he can discover nothing about the intimate life of 
God in the Trinity of Persons. Considered from the point of 
view of efficient causality, the actions of God proceed ad extra 
[towards what is outside] from the divine omnipotence in its 
essential unity. No effect of God, as effect, would manifest the 
mystery of the Trinity. An effect as such, that is, in its 
reference to the efficient cause, does not have any connection 
                                                 
26 Op. cit., III, c. 2. 
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to the divine Persons insofar as these are distinct relations, but 
only insofar as these are one self-same God. The mystery of the 
Trinity is the mystery of divine life, interior and transcendent, 
and nothing of its secrets is made known through the conduit of 
efficient causality alone. 
 But the supernatural is precisely a participation in the 
nature and the intimate life of God. It confers on us a likeness 
to God so particular and appropriate that the creature is seen to 
be associated with the knowledge and the joy which God has in 
Himself. The supernatural order is not at all defined by God in 
his function as creator, nor by creatures insofar as they descend 
from their principle. We must leave behind the consideration of 
Him as efficient cause. The supernatural order is formally 
defined by the return of the creature to God.  He makes his 
intimate life, considered as object and end, as happiness, the 
eternal life of angels and men.27 If I  consider grace only as an 
effect which God brings into existence – which in truth it is – I 
manifest it only under an aspect common to all created things 
and I am incapable of seeing it as a participation in the divine 
nature. How could we hold onto a univocal participation in 
deity while staying within the limits of efficient causality? An 
effect of God as such can only have an equivocal and extended 
likeness to Him. 
 We often criticize Aristotle because in the Metaphysics 
he only sees God as the end, not as the author of the universe. 
But perhaps he has very serious reasons to do what he does in 
this oft-criticized book. May I stammer out some brief remarks 
on a subject so large and which none should be allowed to 
discuss lightly? The intention of Aristotle is to rise up to the 
perfection of God as pure act, absolutely immobile. “As pure 
act”: what does this mean? We can understand by this that God 
possesses in Himself all the perfection of being, and 
                                                 
27 John of St. Thomas, op. cit., Disp. 37, art. 2, nn. 1 and 2. (T. VI, p. 353). 

consequently that He is the source of being for all other things. 
Such a meaning is certainly not excluded from the text of 
which we speak. But the intention of Aristotle goes further, is 
more profound and more daring. “As pure act” can signify not 
only all of the perfection which pure act possesses, but also the 
manner in which pure act possesses all perfection. But the 
manner in which pure act possesses all perfection is as an act 
which cannot be made determinate by any other, by any act 
which is before any other, outside of any other, and more 
ultimate than any other. But, between the two orders of 
causality, efficient and final, it is only the latter that by its very 
formality entirely excludes being made determinate by 
something other than itself. An efficient cause must be made 
determinate by the end, but the end in itself is an immobile 
mover. Thus with wonderful certainty Aristotle adheres to final 
causality in his effort to rise up to the supereminent mode of 
divine perfection. And thus he approaches, insofar as man’s 
unaided reason is able, not only to God as a being or substance 
containing all perfection, but also to God as a nature, that is, as 
an interior principle of operation, a nature which is the 
actuality of life, a life which is thought, and a thought which is 
thinking itself. All this is a more and more rigorous and 
ascending expression of pure act considered under the mode 
most determining its own perfection: non determinatur ab alio 
[it is not determined by another].28 At least we cannot honestly 
take away from Aristotle the conspicuous merit of having 
brought to bear, with respect to God, the notions of nature and 

                                                 
28 Illud, cuius sua natura est ipsum eius intelligere, et cui id quod 
naturaliter habet non determinatur ab alio, hoc est quod obtinet summum 
gradum vitae. [That, whose very nature is its very act of understanding, and 
to which it naturally belongs not to be determined by another, reaches the 
highest level of life.]  – S. Thomas, Summa Theologica, Ia q. 18, art. 3; John 
of St. Thomas, op. cit., disp. 16, art. 2 (T. II, p. 336). 
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of end. Without these notions, taken up and elevated by 
Revelation, it is impossible to discern what the supernatural is. 
It is really arrogance on our part to hastily blame the 
insufficiency of Aristotle’s doctrine, because we ourselves 
have forgotten the insufficiency, in this matter, of considering 
only efficient causality. But let me close this Aristotelian 
digression and return to our main subject. 
 There is an affinity between religion and the family, but 
there is also an analogy between the supernatural order and the 
political order, in both of which the object and end are primary. 
To corroborate our reflection on this point, it is fitting to make 
a further examination of the theme of substance. Man can only 
participate univocally in the divine nature by taking his actions 
for his object and his end. This is because it is impossible to 
conceive of a creature which would be supernatural in its 
substance. For, insofar as it is a creature, it would be other than 
God; but insofar as it is a substance, it would not be specified 
by anything other than itself. Thus, it is always in relation to 
God as object and end, it is always in relation to the actions 
which allow the creature to reach this object and this end, that 
the creature participates in the supernatural order. As in the 
political life, the supernatural life presupposes the created 
substance, of which it is only an accident. Grace does not have 
the task of producing this substance any more than the city 
does. We can say of grace what Aristotle said about the city: it 
receives things generated by nature and uses them.  We 
maintain that, on the contrary, the family, insofar as it furnishes 
the human substance, keeps itself at a distance from the 
supernatural order. 
 There still remains this considerable difference between 
the supernatural order and the political order, that the first 
allows us to participate in the divine nature by making us 
children of God. In this higher order, the political and domestic 

orders are combined: citizens with the saints and members of 
the household of God. Also, the Virgin Mary, is invoked near 
the beginning of the Litany as Mother of Divine Grace, but 
near the end as Queen of All Saints. Which of these two titles is 
greater? And which of these other two, Queen and Mother of 
Mercy? 
 
16. The specific difference between the family and the city, and 
the preeminence of the city should not, however, make us 
forget the intimacy of their relationship, nor the necessary 
transfusion of the influx of the family in political life. The city 
is the ultimate sphere of human action, which proceeds from a 
deliberate will. It is the sphere where man moves himself to an 
end that he knows objectively as the end, that is, as the 
principle and the measure of his actions. But, we can now see 
clearly how much, because of its very perfection, the causality 
of the end finds itself compromised. While the efficient cause 
only needs passivity in the subject that it moves, the causality 
of the end can only bloom in the secret of the appetite. Without 
the interior and living response of willing, the end remains 
ineffective, inactive,  and powerless. If someone pushes you, 
you will move. But will you move if someone calls you? In this 
way, political life presupposes an intimate fulfillment in man. 
The city cannot profitably welcome in a man if he has not been 
sufficiently raised and has not actually acquired the correct 
interior dispositions. Such dispositions enable him, when 
entering into the “kingdom of ends,” to properly answer its 
call. The family is necessary for bringing about this interior 
formation. Without the family it is impossible to work out in a 
connatural fashion the subministratio virtutis [the development 
of virtue], because only the family approaches, in the process 
of generation, the substantial and subjective regions of the 
individual, to his very marrow. Mitte radices.[Go to the root.] 
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 Moreover, this intimate formation not only has the role 
of tracing for us determinate ways for choosing means, since 
these choices depend on our deliberations; it affects us more 
secretly. It is about animating in us this first affective and 
effective love of the end that is the principle of all our actions. 
It belongs to the family to awaken the first infused, but diffuse, 
inclination to want the right thing. It belongs to the family to 
ensure this profound apprenticeship of the heart. 
 However, this sort of infusion does not proceed only 
from the immediate family, but more largely from all that 
composes the mysterious, mystical, and concrete reality of the 
homeland. The homeland, the fatherland, is an intermediary 
between the family and the city. In it the constraining 
environment of the family is relaxed, to mingle in the sea of 
political life. We need this widening. Without cutting us off 
from our roots, it frees us from the narrowness and the 
inevitably prosaic tedium found in the family. At the same 
time, the fatherland establishes and immerses the material of 
the political life in the current of heredity and tradition. Outside 
of our family, it is in our fatherland that we are formed, 
incubated, ripened, so that so many enduring sensible and 
spiritual goods, slowly developed by the multitude of our 
ancestors, are naturally transmitted to us in a warm, constant, 
gentle, maternal humoral symbiosis. And this is necessary to 
dispose us to move, to move well, to move with ease, 
naturalness, and freedom in the environment of the city. The 
fatherland brings about an intimate and living harmony 
between the subjective and the objective, the instinctive and the 
deliberate, the moveri ab alio [to be moved by another] and the 
movere seipsum [to move one’s self]. 
 At the same time that it forms us from the side of the 
subjective interior response which such objects and the ends 
require, it also tempers the excess of autonomy that is a danger 

to what is essential to life in the city. The fatherland reminds us 
that, while in some way we ourselves are principles, there are 
nevertheless principles from which we come. It reminds us that 
we cannot place ourselves above such principles and detach 
ourselves from them under the insolent and juvenile pretext 
that we are beyond them, or that everything is not rationally 
evident to us about them. It demands of us an attitude of piety 
with regard to our fathers and their descendants. This is exactly 
the contrary of what Rousseau recommends in these lines from 
the Emile: 
 

For by a right which nothing can abrogate, every man, 
when he comes of age, becomes his own master, free to 
renounce the contract by which he forms part of the 
community, by leaving the fatherland in which that 
contract holds good. It is only by sojourning in that 
fatherland, after he has come to years of discretion, that 
he is supposed to have tacitly confirmed the pledge 
given by his ancestors. He acquires the right to 
renounce his fatherland, just as he has the right to 
renounce all claim to his ancestral domain.29 

 
 It is very certain that the original principles of man, his 
dependence on them, the transmission of what he receives from 
them, cannot be reduced to clear and distinct ideas. There are 
too many obscure things in generation, too much hidden 
grandeur in paternity. In this sense, we cannot see so deeply 
into the principles of our being that we could justify them 
geometrically.  Our adherence is something natural, instinctive, 
mystical and deeply interior. There is also the filial acceptance 
of our dependence with respect to these causes, which are prior 
to us and superior to us, without which we would not even 
                                                 
29 J.-J. Rousseau, Emile, V, Des Voyages. 
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exist and without which we would not be what we are. In the 
atmosphere of the fatherland one accepts this obscurity and this 
dependence, but they do not seem entirely compatible with 
perfect freedom, full self-control by reason and will. Hence we 
are tempted to free ourselves, and in particular to replace the 
fatherland with the nation, and to replace the piety that one 
owes to the fatherland with nationalism. For the nation is still a 
community of birth, but now it claims that it possesses a 
revelation, a luminous and transparent self-consciousness. In 
the nation we no longer feel the weight of darkness and 
dependence. The feeling of piety disintegrates. The causes 
from which we come may either be left behind or will only 
take their meaning and their value through the gradual 
revelation of the national community. Nationalism, at least in 
the most basic and most fierce forms, is the opposite of the 
fatherland and tradition.  
 
17.  

I will begin with our ancestors because it is fair and 
just, in such circumstances, to pay tribute to their 
memory. This country without interruption has been 
inhabited by people of the same race and, thanks to 
their valor, it has been handed down free until today. 
Our ancestors deserve praise, but our fathers deserve 
more still.  To the heritage that they received, they 
added, and have bequeathed to us, at the price of a 
thousand labors, the power that we possess. We have 
increased it, we who are still living and who have 
reached full maturity. It is we who have put the city in 
the position of being sufficient unto itself in everything, 
in wartime as in peace.30 

                                                 
30 Pericles to the Athenians. Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian 
War II, 36. 

 
These words of one citizen to other citizens manifest a balance 
between the mind of tradition and the mind of progress. The 
Athenians remain attached to their origins, to their principles; 
they venerate the springs and submerge themselves there. 
However, the man of the city cannot simply stand still even 
among the holiest sources. He must not be frozen in the cult of 
ancestors, in the preservation of ancient mores. The city and 
the complete human life are undertakings of active reason, of 
art, and of freedom. Without turning away from our causes nor 
avoiding their impulses, we must look to their ends and achieve 
them by our own initiatives. In this lies an attitude of wisdom 
and salvation. 
 In fact, history teaches us that the epochs in which the 
authority of tradition and autonomy of reason happily conspire 
are exceptional and brief. To leave the conservative status quo 
and achieve the fullness of life, men and the city launch out. 
However, as paradoxical as it sounds, by entering into the order 
of the deliberate pursuit of the end, man arrives at the infinite, 
the infinity of possibilities, of circumstances and contingencies, 
means, and movements of life. The call of purpose, of 
happiness is thus combined with the almost irresistible 
attraction that the infinite has to reason, freedom, and desire. 
And soon the determined and determining course of tradition is 
submerged by the sea of promises, of resources, of unlimited 
roads. 
 The city carries in itself this principle of infinity. To 
ensure the full sufficiency of life, the city must contain a 
certain number of men and also a whole apparatus of resources, 
a variety of occupations: the army and navy, industrial and 
commercial organizations, communication systems, etc.—all 
this in incessant movement, ever in the process of becoming. In 
this complex situation the devil of the infinite both strolls and 
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attends to his work. Gradually from the city rises a whisper, 
and then a whole rumor of ideas, works, business, passions, 
pleasures, pains: the aura of concupiscence, of endless traffic. 
It looks like a nebula in limitless expansion, expanding from its 
own resources. Once its movements have taken too much 
acceleration and amplitude, it becomes humanly impossible to 
subordinate them to the purpose that should govern them: the 
good of human life. The only thing that can now be established 
is a sort of Leibnizian equilibrium: forces and beings struggle 
for life within their capabilities. The symbols of goals and 
ends, the acropolises of the purest design, the best-cemented 
capitols fade, dissolving slowly in the smoke of the city. 
 The city looks a little like an angel: she is sufficient 
unto herself in all that is necessary for the perfection of life. 
But the fall of cities and civilizations also resembles the fall of 
an angel. When man turns away from both his causes and true 
purpose, he acquires a sort of freedom, the freedom to move in 
the infinite. Then there is a tumultuous, intoxicating, and proud 
effervescence of life. This is not scarcity, but prosperity, even 
abundance. In numerous fields, discoveries and conquests 
indeed go their pace. And then one day civilization and the city 
die, exhausted, suffocated in their excessive exuberance. They 
have consumed themselves with their own fire. The city and 
civilization have wanted to conquer the infinity of the sea by 
their traffic, but that very sea advances to engulf them: 
 

Thou wast replenished, and made very glorious 
in the midst of the seas. 
Thy rowers have brought thee into great waters: 
the east wind hath broken thee in the midst of 
the seas. 
Thy riches, and thy fairs, thy merchandise, thy 
mariners, and thy pilots, thy calkers, and the 

occupiers of thy merchandise, and all thy men 
of war, that are in thee, and in all thy company 
which is in the midst of thee, shall fall into the 
midst of the seas in the day of thy ruin… 
What city is like Tyre, like the destroyed in the 
midst of the sea?31 
 

And here, correspondingly, the fall of the angel: 
 

Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; 
every precious stone was thy covering, the 
sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the 
onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, 
and the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship 
of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in 
thee in the day that thou wast created. 
Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and 
I have set thee so: thou wast upon the holy 
mountain of God; thou hast walked up and 
down in the midst of the stones of fire. 
Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that 
thou wast created, till iniquity was found in 
thee. 
By the multitude of thy merchandise they have 
filled the midst of thee with violence, and thou 
hast sinned: therefore I will cast thee as profane 
out of the mountain of God: and I will destroy 
thee, O covering cherub, from the midst of the 
stones of fire. 
Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, 
thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy 

                                                 
31 Ez. 27: 25-27, 32 (KJV) 
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brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will 
lay thee before kings, that they may behold thee. 
Thou hast defiled thy sanctuaries by the 
multitude of thine iniquities, by the iniquity of 
thy traffick; therefore will I bring forth a fire 
from the midst of thee, it shall devour thee, and 
I will bring thee to ashes upon the earth in the 
sight of all them that behold thee. 
All they that know thee among the people shall 
be astonished at thee: thou shalt be a terror, and 
never shalt thou be any more.32 
 

18.—Theology shows us that the Holy Spirit necessarily 
proceeds from the Father and from the Son, not only for this 
reason, that if He only proceeds from the Father, He would not 
be distinguished from the Son, but also for a reason taken from 
His definition, from His proper character: the Holy Spirit 
necessarily proceeds from distinct persons because he proceeds 
from a love that is friendship.33 It seems here that theology 
applies a principle like that which Aristotle opposes to Platonic 
communism: too much unity corrupts the city. In denying the 
Filioque, we would make the error of exaggerating unity in the 
procession of the Holy Spirit, and at the same time we could no 
longer maintain the bond of a union of friendship. Likewise, in 
exaggerating unity in certain forms of communist or totalitarian 
societies, we would distort and make difficult, even impossible, 
the strictly political union of citizens. 
 To make my meaning clear, let me remind you that a 
single essential and substantial will animates God the Father 
and the Son. But for a love of friendship to spring forth, it is 
necessary for distinct persons to be friends in active 
                                                 
32 Ibid, 28: 13-19 
33 John of St. Thomas, op. cit., disp. 35, art. 4 (T. IV, p. 227). 

communication with one another. Likewise, a sole and 
common will must animate all the citizens: the conservation of 
the common good, the salvation of the city, etc. But this one 
and common will does not suffice to form the unity 
characteristic of society, whose living immanent link is an 
active communication among the citizens, in other words, a 
friendship. 
 The unity of society is not attained simply by an 
attitude of respect for the laws and for the rights of other 
members of the community. If this were enough, the 
Arcadians, who lived separately, each in his own home without 
disturbing each other, would have been real citizens.34 But 
conversely, to react against the centrifugal or isolationist 
tendencies of individuals, sometimes we crowd the multitude 
elbow to elbow, so that we form one single mass carried by a 
single movement. In this way great unity is clearly achieved, 
but this is not a city at all, but the very opposite. Bringing 
about a will common to all and tending towards the same goal 
is one thing, but the birth of an active and communicative, 
vitally unifying friendship  between distinct and different 
persons who have this common will is another thing entirely. 
In a mass, individuals are unified and uniform, but also very 
isolated: each person can only think of himself and can only 
love himself. The mass, in itself, is not necessarily more than 
an association of tyrants diligentes seipsos magis quam 
civitatem [each loving himself more than the city]. This is 
actually the complete dissolution of the city, of the political 
order. But this dissolution is not opposed at all to a very 
compact unity: thirty tyrants and plenty more can be vigorously 
unified, like wolves. 
 When the connection between the elements of the 
multitude and the coherence of the political machine no longer 
                                                 
34 Aristotle, Politics II, c. 1, 1261b29. 
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emanate from distinct parts that organically make up the 
whole; when the connection of the parts and their consensus no 
longer come from these various parts insofar as they are 
diverse, but mutually and amicably communicating in the 
common good; when the genius of the city is no longer living 
in these parts, each being in its place in the heterogeneous 
whole according to legal justice: then political life ceases to be 
in the parts, it becomes a stranger to them; political life 
becomes transcendent and the parts only passively receive its 
effects. In sum, the city is replaced by the State. 
 Yet, in order for the friendship that is the intrinsic bond 
of the city to be living, it is necessary that the citizens order 
themselves to the common good. The common good is not only 
the good in which the citizens take part, or may take part, or 
must take part; it is the good from which they must receive or 
take their part, to the distribution of which they have the right. 
It is true that I have the right to take my turn to sit for a certain 
time on a bench in the Jardin des Plantes.35 It is true, but this is 
not enough to justify my pretention to citizenship. To consider 
the common good under this light is to consider it from a social 
perspective and not a political one. It is certain that this 
participation in the common good and this distribution of 
goods must be assured by society and assured in justice. But as 
long as we rest in this, we see in the member of the community 
nothing more than the subject of this good, a good in which he 
ought to participate. But the citizen as such is more than a 
subject. And to be more than a subject, he must turn towards 
the common good insofar as it is diffusive or communicative of 
itself; in other words the citizen must be the source of the 
communication of the good. The citizen helps himself, but he 
must pass the plate. It is not the subjective participation in the 
good that defines the activity of the citizen as a principle of the 
                                                 
35 The main botanical garden in France. 

city. This subjective participation does not imply in itself any 
specifically political activity. When the State gets to providing 
all the good to each of the atoms of the uniform mass, we will 
no longer have anything to spontaneously communicate to each 
other; we will be the society of glutted subjects; we will no 
longer be citizens at all. This is how society curdles into the 
State, and how well-being ceases to be the good life. 
 
Jacques de Monleon. 
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Divini Illius Magistri 
Encyclical Of Pope Pius XI 
On Christian Education 
 
To the patriarchs, primates, archbishops,bishops, and other 
ordinaries in peace and communion with the apostolic see and 
to all the faithful of the catholic world. 
 
Venerable Brethren and Beloved Children, Health and 
Apostolic Benediction.   
  
 Representative on earth of that divine Master who while 
embracing in the immensity of His love all mankind, even 
unworthy sinners, showed nevertheless a special tenderness 
and affection for children, and expressed Himself in those 
singularly touching words: "Suffer the little children to come 
unto Me,"[1] We also on every occasion have endeavored to 
show the predilection wholly paternal which We bear towards 
them, particularly by our assiduous care and timely instructions 
with reference to the Christian education of youth.   
 2. And so, in the spirit of the Divine Master, We have 
directed a helpful word, now of admonition, now of 
exhortation, now of direction, to youths and to their educators, 
to fathers and mothers, on various points of Christian 
education, with that solicitude which becomes the common 
Father of all the Faithful, with an insistence in season and out 
of season, demanded by our pastoral office and inculcated by 
the Apostle: "Be instant in season, out of season; reprove, 
entreat, rebuke in all patience and doctrine."[2] Such insistence 
is called for in these our times, when, alas, there is so great and 
deplorable an absence of clear and sound principles, even 
regarding problems the most fundamental.   

 3. Now this same general condition of the times, this 
ceaseless agitation in various ways of the problem of 
educational rights and systems in different countries, the desire 
expressed to Us with filial confidence by not a few of 
yourselves, Venerable Brethren, and by members of your 
flocks, as well as Our deep affection towards youth above 
referred to, move Us to turn more directly to this subject, if not 
to treat it in all its well-nigh inexhaustible range of theory and 
practice, at least to summarize its main principles, throw full 
light on its important conclusions, and point out its practical 
applications.   
 4. Let this be the record of Our Sacerdotal Jubilee 
which, with altogether special affection, We wish to dedicate to 
our beloved youth, and to commend to all those whose office 
and duty is the work of education.   
 5. Indeed never has there been so much discussion 
about education as nowadays; never have exponents of new 
pedagogical theories been so numerous, or so many methods 
and means devised, proposed and debated, not merely to 
facilitate education, but to create a new system infallibly 
efficacious, and capable of preparing the present generations 
for that earthly happiness which they so ardently desire.   
 6. The reason is that men, created by God to His image 
and likeness and destined for Him Who is infinite perfection 
realize today more than ever amid the most exuberant material 
progress, the insufficiency of earthly goods to produce true 
happiness either for the individual or for the nations. And 
hence they feel more keenly in themselves the impulse towards 
a perfection that is higher, which impulse is implanted in their 
rational nature by the Creator Himself. This perfection they 
seek to acquire by means of education. But many of them with, 
it would seem, too great insistence on the etymological 
meaning of the word, pretend to draw education out of human 
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nature itself and evolve it by its own unaided powers. Such 
easily fall into error, because, instead of fixing their gaze on 
God, first principle and last end of the whole universe, they fall 
back upon themselves, becoming attached exclusively to 
passing things of earth; and thus their restlessness will never 
cease till they direct their attention and their efforts to God, the 
goal of all perfection, according to the profound saying of Saint 
Augustine: "Thou didst create us, O Lord, for Thyself, and our 
heart is restless till it rest in Thee."[3]   
 7. It is therefore as important to make no mistake in 
education, as it is to make no mistake in the pursuit of the last 
end, with which the whole work of education is intimately and 
necessarily connected. In fact, since education consists 
essentially in preparing man for what he must be and for what 
he must do here below, in order to attain the sublime end for 
which he was created, it is clear that there can be no true 
education which is not wholly directed to man's last end, and 
that in the present order of Providence, since God has revealed 
Himself to us in the Person of His Only Begotten Son, who 
alone is "the way, the truth and the life," there can be no ideally 
perfect education which is not Christian education.   
 8. From this we see the supreme importance of 
Christian education, not merely for each individual, but for 
families and for the whole of human society, whose perfection 
comes from the perfection of the elements that compose it. 
From these same principles, the excellence, we may well call it 
the unsurpassed excellence, of the work of Christian education 
becomes manifest and clear; for after all it aims at securing the 
Supreme Good, that is, God, for the souls of those who are 
being educated, and the maximum of well-being possible here 
below for human society. And this it does as efficaciously as 
man is capable of doing it, namely by cooperating with God in 
the perfecting of individuals and of society, in as much as 

education makes upon the soul the first, the most powerful and 
lasting impression for life according to the well-known saying 
of the Wise Man, "A young man according to his way, even 
when he is old, he will not depart from it."[4] With good 
reason therefore did St. John Chrysostom say, "What greater 
work is there than training the mind and forming the habits of 
the young?"[5]   
 9. But nothing discloses to us the supernatural beauty 
and excellence of the work of Christian education better than 
the sublime expression of love of our Blessed Lord, identifying 
Himself with children, "Whosoever shall receive one such 
child as this in my name, receiveth me."[6]   
 10. Now in order that no mistake be made in this work 
of utmost importance, and in order to conduct it in the best 
manner possible with the help of God's grace, it is necessary to 
have a clear and definite idea of Christian education in its 
essential aspects, viz., who has the mission to educate, who are 
the subjects to be educated, what are the necessary 
accompanying circumstances, what is the end and object 
proper to Christian education according to God's established 
order in the economy of His Divine Providence.   
 11. Education is essentially a social and not a mere 
individual activity. Now there are three necessary societies, 
distinct from one another and yet harmoniously combined by 
God, into which man is born: two, namely the family and civil 
society, belong to the natural order; the third, the Church, to the 
supernatural order.   
 12. In the first place comes the family, instituted 
directly by God for its peculiar purpose, the generation and 
formation of offspring; for this reason it has priority of nature 
and therefore of rights over civil society. Nevertheless, the 
family is an imperfect society, since it has not in itself all the 
means for its own complete development; whereas civil society 
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is a perfect society, having in itself all the means for its 
peculiar end, which is the temporal well-being of the 
community; and so, in this respect, that is, in view of the 
common good, it has pre-eminence over the family, which 
finds its own suitable temporal perfection precisely in civil 
society.   
 13. The third society, into which man is born when 
through Baptism he reaches the divine life of grace, is the 
Church; a society of the supernatural order and of universal 
extent; a perfect society, because it has in itself all the means 
required for its own end, which is the eternal salvation of 
mankind; hence it is supreme in its own domain.   
 14. Consequently, education which is concerned with 
man as a whole, individually and socially, in the order of 
nature and in the order of grace, necessarily belongs to all these 
three societies, in due proportion, corresponding, according to 
the disposition of Divine Providence, to the co-ordination of 
their respecting ends.   
 15. And first of all education belongs preeminently to 
the Church, by reason of a double title in the supernatural 
order, conferred exclusively upon her by God Himself; 
absolutely superior therefore to any other title in the natural 
order.   
 16. The first title is founded upon the express mission 
and supreme authority to teach, given her by her divine 
Founder: "All power is given to me in heaven and in earth. 
Going therefore teach ye all nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, 
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have 
commanded you, and behold I am with you all days, even to 
the consummation of the world."[7] Upon this magisterial 
office Christ conferred infallibility, together with the command 
to teach His doctrine. Hence the Church "was set by her divine 

Author as the pillar and ground of truth, in order to teach the 
divine Faith to men, and keep whole and inviolate the deposit 
confided to her; to direct and fashion men, in all their actions 
individually and socially, to purity of morals and integrity of 
life, in accordance with revealed doctrine."[8]   
 17. The second title is the supernatural motherhood, in 
virtue of which the Church, spotless spouse of Christ, 
generates, nurtures and educates souls in the divine life of 
grace, with her Sacraments and her doctrine. With good reason 
then does St. Augustine maintain: "He has not God for father 
who refuses to have the Church as mother."[9]   
 18. Hence it is that in this proper object of her mission, 
that is, "in faith and morals, God Himself has made the Church 
sharer in the divine magisterium and, by a special privilege, 
granted her immunity from error; hence she is the mistress of 
men, supreme and absolutely sure, and she has inherent in 
herself an inviolable right to freedom in teaching.'[10] By 
necessary consequence the Church is independent of any sort 
of earthly power as well in the origin as in the exercise of her 
mission as educator, not merely in regard to her proper end and 
object, but also in regard to the means necessary and suitable to 
attain that end. Hence with regard to every other kind of human 
learning and instruction, which is the common patrimony of 
individuals and society, the Church has an independent right to 
make use of it, and above all to decide what may help or harm 
Christian education. And this must be so, because the Church 
as a perfect society has an independent right to the means 
conducive to its end, and because every form of instruction, no 
less than every human action, has a necessary connection with 
man's last end, and therefore cannot be withdrawn from the 
dictates of the divine law, of which the Church is guardian, 
interpreter and infallible mistress.   
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 19. This truth is clearly set forth by Pius X of saintly 
memory: 
 Whatever a Christian does even in the order of things of earth, 
he may not overlook the supernatural; indeed he must, 
according to the teaching of Christian wisdom, direct all things 
towards the supreme good as to his last end; all his actions, 
besides, in so far as good or evil in the order of morality, that 
is, in keeping or not with natural and divine law, fall under the 
judgment and jurisdiction of the Church.[11]   
  20. It is worthy of note how a layman, an excellent 
writer and at the same time a profound and conscientious 
thinker, has been able to understand well and express exactly 
this fundamental Catholic doctrine: The Church does not say 
that morality belongs purely, in the sense of exclusively, to her; 
but that it belongs wholly to her. She has never maintained that 
outside her fold and apart from her teaching, man cannot arrive 
at any moral truth; she has on the contrary more than once 
condemned this opinion because it has appeared under more 
forms than one. She does however say, has said, and will ever 
say, that because of her institution by Jesus Christ, because of 
the Holy Ghost sent her in His name by the Father, she alone 
possesses what she has had immediately from God and can 
never lose, the whole of moral truth, omnem veritatem, in 
which all individual moral truths are included, as well those 
which man may learn by the help of reason, as those which 
form part of revelation or which may be deduced from it.[12]   
 21. Therefore with full right the Church promotes 
letters, science, art in so far as necessary or helpful to Christian 
education, in addition to her work for the salvation of souls: 
founding and maintaining schools and institutions adapted to 
every branch of learning and degree of culture.[13] Nor may 
even physical culture, as it is called, be considered outside the 

range of her maternal supervision, for the reason that it also is a 
means which may help or harm Christian education.   
 22. And this work of the Church in every branch of 
culture is of immense benefit to families and nations which 
without Christ are lost, as St. Hilary points out correctly: 
"What can be more fraught with danger for the world than the 
rejection of Christ?"[14] Nor does it interfere in the least with 
the regulations of the State, because the Church in her motherly 
prudence is not unwilling that her schools and institutions for 
the education of the laity be in keeping with the legitimate 
dispositions of civil authority; she is in every way ready to 
cooperate with this authority and to make provision for a 
mutual understanding, should difficulties arise.   
 23. Again it is the inalienable right as well as the 
indispensable duty of the Church, to watch over the entire 
education of her children, in all institutions, public or private, 
not merely in regard to the religious instruction there given, but 
in regard to every other branch of learning and every regulation 
in so far as religion and morality are concerned.[15]   
 24. Nor should the exercise of this right be considered 
undue interference, but rather maternal care on the part of the 
Church in protecting her children from the grave danger of all 
kinds of doctrinal and moral evil. Moreover this watchfulness 
of the Church not merely can create no real inconvenience, but 
must on the contrary confer valuable assistance in the right 
ordering and well-being of families and of civil society; for it 
keeps far away from youth the moral poison which at that 
inexperienced and changeable age more easily penetrates the 
mind and more rapidly spreads its baneful effects. For it is true, 
as Leo XIII has wisely pointed out, that without proper 
religious and moral instruction "every form of intellectual 
culture will be injurious; for young people not accustomed to 
respect God, will be unable to bear the restraint of a virtuous 
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life, and never having learned to deny themselves anything. 
they will easily be incited to disturb the public order."[16]   
 25. The extent of the Church's mission in the field of 
education is such as to embrace every nation, without 
exception, according to the command of Christ: "Teach ye all 
nations;"[17] and there is no power on earth that may lawfully 
oppose her or stand in her way. In the first place, it extends 
over all the Faithful, of whom she has anxious care as a tender 
mother. For these she has throughout the centuries created and 
conducted an immense number of schools and institutions in 
every branch of learning. As We said on a recent occasion: 
 “Right back in the far-off middle ages when there were 
so many (some have even said too many) monasteries, 
convents, churches, collegiate churches, cathedral chapters, 
etc., there was attached to each a home of study, of teaching, of 
Christian education. To these we must add all the universities, 
spread over every country and always by the initiative an under 
the protection of the Holy See and the Church. That grand 
spectacle, which today we see better, as it is nearer to us and 
more imposing because of the conditions of the age, was the 
spectacle of all times; and they who study and compare 
historical events remain astounded at what the Church has been 
able to do in this matter, and marvel at the manner in which she 
had succeeded in fulfilling her God-given mission to educate 
generations of men to a Christian life, producing everywhere a 
magnificent harvest of fruitful results. But if we wonder that 
the Church in all times has been able to gather about her and 
educate hundreds, thousands, millions of students, no less 
wonderful is it to bear in mind what she has done not only in 
the field of education, but in that also of true and genuine 
erudition. For, if so many treasures of culture, civilization and 
literature have escaped destruction, this is due to the action by 
which the Church, even in times long past and uncivilized, has 

shed so bright a light in the domain of letters, of philosophy, of 
art and in a special manner of architecture.”[18] 
 26. All this the Church has been able to do because her 
mission to educate extends equally to those outside the Fold, 
seeing that all men are called to enter the kingdom of God and 
reach eternal salvation. Just as today when her missions scatter 
schools by the thousand in districts and countries not yet 
Christian, from the banks of the Ganges to the Yellow river and 
the great islands and archipelagos of the Pacific ocean, from 
the Dark Continent to the Land of Fire and to frozen Alaska, so 
in every age the Church by her missionaries has educated to 
Christian life and to civilization the various peoples which now 
constitute the Christian nations of the civilized world.   
 27. Hence it is evident that both by right and in fact the 
mission to educate belongs preeminently to the Church, and 
that no one free from prejudice can have a reasonable motive 
for opposing or impeding the Church in this her work, of which 
the world today enjoys the precious advantages.   
 28. This is the more true because the rights of the 
family and of the State, even the rights of individuals regarding 
a just liberty in the pursuit of science, of methods of science 
and all sorts of profane culture, not only are not opposed to this 
pre-eminence of the Church, but are in complete harmony with 
it. The fundamental reason for this harmony is that the 
supernatural order, to which the Church owes her rights, not 
only does not in the least destroy the natural order, to which 
pertain the other rights mentioned, but elevates the natural and 
perfects it, each affording mutual aid to the other, and 
completing it in a manner proportioned to its respective nature 
and dignity. The reason is because both come from God, who 
cannot contradict Himself: "The works of God are perfect and 
all His ways are judgments."[19]   
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 29. This becomes clearer when we consider more 
closely and in detail the mission of education proper to the 
family and to the State.   
 30. In the first place the Church's mission of education 
is in wonderful agreement with that of the family, for both 
proceed from God, and in a remarkably similar manner. God 
directly communicates to the family, in the natural order, 
fecundity, which is the principle of life, and hence also the 
principle of education to life, together with authority, the 
principle of order.   
 31. The Angelic Doctor with his wonted clearness of 
thought and precision of style, says: "The father according to 
the flesh has in a particular way a share in that principle which 
in a manner universal is found in God.... The father is the 
principle of generation, of education and discipline and of 
everything that bears upon the perfecting of human life."[20]   
 32. The family therefore holds directly from the Creator 
the mission and hence the right to educate the offspring, a right 
inalienable because inseparably joined to the strict obligation, a 
right anterior to any right whatever of civil society and of the 
State, and therefore inviolable on the part of any power on 
earth.   
 33. That this right is inviolable St. Thomas proves as 
follows: The child is naturally something of the father . . . so by 
natural right the child, before reaching the use of reason, is 
under the father's care. Hence it would be contrary to natural 
justice if the child, before the use of reason, were removed 
from the care of its parents, or if any disposition were made 
concerning him against the will of the parents.[21] And as this 
duty on the part of the parents continues up to the time when 
the child is in a position to provide for itself, this same 
inviolable parental right of education also endures. "Nature 
intends not merely the generation of the offspring, but also its 

development and advance to the perfection of man considered 
as man, that is, to the state of virtue"[22] says the same St. 
Thomas.   
 34. The wisdom of the Church in this matter is 
expressed with precision and clearness in the Codex of Canon 
Law, can. 1113: "Parents are under a grave obligation to see to 
the religious and moral education of their children, as well as to 
their physical and civic training, as far as they can, and 
moreover to provide for their temporal well-being."[23]   
 35. On this point the common sense of mankind is in 
such complete accord, that they would be in open contradiction 
with it who dared maintain that the children belong to the State 
before they belong to the family, and that the State has an 
absolute right over their education. Untenable is the reason 
they adduce, namely that man is born a citizen and hence 
belongs primarily to the State, not bearing in mind that before 
being a citizen man must exist; and existence does not come 
from the State, but from the parents, as Leo XIII wisely 
declared: "The children are something of the father, and as it 
were an extension of the person of the father; and, to be 
perfectly accurate, they enter into and become part of civil 
society, not directly by themselves, but through the family in 
which they were born."[24] "And therefore," says the same Leo 
XIII, "the father's power is of such a nature that it cannot be 
destroyed or absorbed by the State; for it has the same origin as 
human life itself."[25] It does not however follow from this 
that the parents' right to educate their children is absolute and 
despotic; for it is necessarily subordinated to the last end and to 
natural and divine law, as Leo XIII declares in another 
memorable encyclical, where He thus sums up the rights and 
duties of parents: "By nature parents have a right to the training 
of their children, but with this added duty that the education 
and instruction of the child be in accord with the end for which 
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by God's blessing it was begotten. Therefore it is the duty of 
parents to make every effort to prevent any invasion of their 
rights in this matter, and to make absolutely sure that the 
education of their children remain under their own control in 
keeping with their Christian duty, and above all to refuse to 
send them to those schools in which there is danger of 
imbibing the deadly poison of impiety."[26]   
 36. It must be borne in mind also that the obligation of 
the family to bring up children, includes not only religious and 
moral education, but physical and civic education as well,[27] 
principally in so far as it touches upon religion and moralit.   
 37. This incontestable right of the family has at various 
times been recognized by nations anxious to respect the natural 
law in their civil enactments. Thus, to give one recent example, 
the Supreme Court of the United States of America, in a 
decision on an important controversy, declared that it is not in 
the competence of the State to fix any uniform standard of 
education by forcing children to receive instruction exclusively 
in public schools, and it bases its decision on the natural law: 
the child is not the mere creature of the State; those who 
nurture him and direct his destiny have the right coupled with 
the high duty, to educate him and prepare him for the 
fulfillment of his obligations.[28]   
 38. History bears witness how, particularly in modern 
times, the State has violated and does violate rights conferred 
by God on the family. At the same time it shows magnificently 
how the Church has ever protected and defended these rights, a 
fact proved by the special confidence which parents have in 
Catholic schools. As We pointed out recently in Our letter to 
the Cardinal Secretary of State: 
“The family has instinctively understood this to be so, and 
from the earliest days of Christianity down to our own times, 
fathers and mothers, even those of little or no faith, have been 

sending or bringing their children in millions to places of 
education under the direction of the Church.”[29]   
 39. It is paternal instinct, given by God, that thus turns 
with confidence to the Church, certain of finding in her the 
protection of family rights, thereby illustrating that harmony 
with which God has ordered all things. The Church is indeed 
conscious of her divine mission to all mankind, and of the 
obligation which all men have to practice the one true religion; 
and therefore she never tires of defending her right, and of 
reminding parents of their duty, to have all Catholic-born 
children baptized and brought up as Christians. On the other 
hand so jealous is she of the family's inviolable natural right to 
educate the children, that she never consents, save under 
peculiar circumstances and with special cautions, to baptize the 
children of infidels, or provide for their education against the 
will of the parents, till such time as the children can choose for 
themselves and freely embrace the Faith.[30]   
 40. We have therefore two facts of supreme importance. 
As We said in Our discourse cited above: The Church placing 
at the disposal of families her office of mistress and educator, 
and the families eager to profit by the offer, and entrusting their 
children to the Church in hundreds and thousands. These two 
facts recall and proclaim a striking truth of the greatest 
significance in the moral and social order. They declare that the 
mission of education regards before all, above all, primarily the 
Church and the family, and this by natural and divine law, and 
that therefore it cannot be slighted, cannot be evaded, cannot be 
supplanted.[31]   
 41. From such priority of rights on the part of the 
Church and of the family in the field of education, most 
important advantages, as we have seen, accrue to the whole of 
society. Moreover in accordance with the divinely established 
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order of things, no damage can follow from it to the true and 
just rights of the State in regard to the education of its citizens.   
 42. These rights have been conferred upon civil society 
by the Author of nature Himself, not by title of fatherhood, as 
in the case of the Church and of the family, but in virtue of the 
authority which it possesses to promote the common temporal 
welfare, which is precisely the purpose of its existence. 
Consequently education cannot pertain to civil society in the 
same way in which it pertains to the Church and to the family, 
but in a different way corresponding to its own particular end 
and object.   
 43. Now this end and object, the common welfare in the 
temporal order, consists in that peace and security in which 
families and individual citizens have the free exercise of their 
rights, and at the same time enjoy the greatest spiritual and 
temporal prosperity possible in this life, by the mutual union 
and co-ordination of the work of all. The function therefore of 
the civil authority residing in the State is twofold, to protect 
and to foster, but by no means to absorb the family and the 
individual, or to substitute itself for them.   
 44. Accordingly in the matter of education, it is the 
right, or to speak more correctly, it is the duty of the State to 
protect in its legislation, the prior rights, already described, of 
the family as regards the Christian education of its offspring, 
and consequently also to respect the supernatural rights of the 
Church in this same realm of Christian education.   
 45. It also belongs to the State to protect the rights of 
the child itself when the parents are found wanting either 
physically or morally in this respect, whether by default, 
incapacity or misconduct, since, as has been shown, their right 
to educate is not an absolute and despotic one, but dependent 
on the natural and divine law, and therefore subject alike to the 
authority and jurisdiction of the Church, and to the vigilance 

and administrative care of the State in view of the common 
good. Besides, the family is not a perfect society, that is, it has 
not in itself all the means necessary for its full development. In 
such cases, exceptional no doubt, the State does not put itself in 
the place of the family, but merely supplies deficiencies, and 
provides suitable means, always in conformity with the natural 
rights of the child and the supernatural rights of the Church.   
 46. In general then it is the right and duty of the State to 
protect, according to the rules of right reason and faith, the 
moral and religious education of youth, by removing public 
impediments that stand in the way. In the first place it pertains 
to the State, in view of the common good, to promote in 
various ways the education and instruction of youth. It should 
begin by encouraging and assisting, of its own accord, the 
initiative and activity of the Church and the family, whose 
successes in this field have been clearly demonstrated by 
history and experience. It should moreover supplement their 
work whenever this falls short of what is necessary, even by 
means of its own schools and institutions. For the State more 
than any other society is provided with the means put at its 
disposal for the needs of all, and it is only right that it use these 
means to the advantage of those who have contributed 
them.[32]   
 47. Over and above this, the State can exact and take 
measures to secure that all its citizens have the necessary 
knowledge of their civic and political duties, and a certain 
degree of physical, intellectual and moral culture, which, 
considering the conditions of our times, is really necessary for 
the common good.   
 48. However it is clear that in all these ways of 
promoting education and instruction, both public and private, 
the State should respect the inherent rights of the Church and 
of the family concerning Christian education, and moreover 
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have regard for distributive justice. Accordingly, unjust and 
unlawful is any monopoly, educational or scholastic, which, 
physically or morally, forces families to make use of 
government schools, contrary to the dictates of their Christian 
conscience, or contrary even to their legitimate preferences.   
 49. This does not prevent the State from making due 
provision for the right administration of public affairs and for 
the protection of its peace, within or without the realm. These 
are things which directly concern the public good and call for 
special aptitudes and special preparation. The State may 
therefore reserve to itself the establishment and direction of 
schools intended to prepare for certain civic duties and 
especially for military service, provided it be careful not to 
injure the rights of the Church or of the family in what pertains 
to them. It is well to repeat this warning here; for in these days 
there is spreading a spirit of nationalism which is false and 
exaggerated, as well as dangerous to true peace and prosperity. 
Under its influence various excesses are committed in giving a 
military turn to the so-called physical training of boys 
(sometimes even of girls, contrary to the very instincts of 
human nature); or again in usurping unreasonably on Sunday, 
the time which should be devoted to religious duties and to 
family life at home. It is not our intention however to condemn 
what is good in the spirit of discipline and legitimate bravery 
promoted by these methods; We condemn only what is 
excessive, as for example violence, which must not be 
confounded with courage nor with the noble sentiment of 
military valor in defense of country and public order; or again 
exaltation of athleticism which even in classic pagan times 
marked the decline and downfall of genuine physical training.   
 50. In general also it belongs to civil society and the 
State to provide what may be called civic education, not only 
for its youth, but for all ages and classes. This consists in the 

practice of presenting publicly to groups of individuals 
information having an intellectual, imaginative and emotional 
appeal, calculated to draw their wills to what is upright and 
honest, and to urge its practice by a sort of moral compulsion, 
positively by disseminating such knowledge, and negatively by 
suppressing what is opposed to it.[33] This civic education, so 
wide and varied in itself as to include almost every activity of 
the State intended for the public good, ought also to be 
regulated by the norms of rectitude, and therefore cannot 
conflict with the doctrines of the Church, which is the divinely 
appointed teacher of these norms.   
 51. All that we have said so far regarding the activity of 
the State in educational matters, rests on the solid and 
immovable foundation of the Catholic doctrine of The 
Christian Constitution of States set forth in such masterly 
fashion by Our Predecessor Leo XIII, notably in the 
Encyclicals Immortale Dei and Sapientiae Christianae. He 
writes as follows: 
 God has divided the government of the human race between 
two authorities, ecclesiastical and civil, establishing one over 
things divine, the other over things human. Both are supreme, 
each in its own domain; each has its own fixed boundaries 
which limit its activities. These boundaries are determined by 
the peculiar nature and the proximate end of each, and describe 
as it were a sphere within which, with exclusive right, each 
may develop its influence. As however the same subjects are 
under the two authorities, it may happen that the same matter, 
though from a different point of view, may come under the 
competence and jurisdiction of each of them. If follows that 
divine Providence, whence both authorities have their origin, 
must have traced with due order the proper line of action for 
each. The powers that are, are ordained of God.[34]   
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 52. Now the education of youth is precisely one of 
those matters that belong both to the Church and to the State, 
"though in different ways," as explained above. Therefore, 
continues Leo XIII, between the two powers there must reign a 
well-ordered harmony. Not without reason may this mutual 
agreement be compared to the union of body and soul in man. 
Its nature and extent can only be determined by considering, as 
we have said, the nature of each of the two powers, and in 
particular the excellence and nobility of the respective ends. To 
one is committed directly and specifically the charge of what is 
helpful in worldly matters; while the other is to concern itself 
with the things that pertain to heaven and eternity. Everything 
therefore in human affairs that is in any way sacred, or has 
reference to the salvation of souls and the worship of God, 
whether by its nature or by its end, is subject to the jurisdiction 
and discipline of the Church. Whatever else is comprised in the 
civil and political order, rightly comes under the authority of 
the State; for Christ commanded us to give to Caesar the things 
that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.[35]   
 53. Whoever refuses to admit these principles, and 
hence to apply them to education, must necessarily deny that 
Christ has founded His Church for the eternal salvation of 
mankind, and maintain instead that civil society and the State 
are not subject to God and to His law, natural and divine. Such 
a doctrine is manifestly impious, contrary to right reason, and, 
especially in this matter of education, extremely harmful to the 
proper training of youth, and disastrous as well for civil society 
as for the well-being of all mankind. On the other hand from 
the application of these principles, there inevitably result 
immense advantages for the right formation of citizens. This is 
abundantly proved by the history of every age. Tertullian in his 
Apologeticus could throw down a challenge to the enemies of 

the Church in the early days of Christianity, just as St. 
Augustine did in his; and we today can repeat with him: 
 “Let those who declare the teaching of Christ to be 
opposed to the welfare of the State, furnish us with an army of 
soldiers such as Christ says soldiers ought to be; let them give 
us subjects, husbands, wives, parents, children, masters, 
servants, kings, judges, taxpayers and tax gatherers who live up 
to the teachings of Christ; and then let them dare assert that 
Christian doctrine is harmful to the State. Rather let them not 
hesitate one moment to acclaim that doctrine, rightly observed, 
the greatest safeguard of the State.”[36]   
 54. While treating of education, it is not out of place to 
show here how an ecclesiastical writer, who flourished in more 
recent times, during the Renaissance, the holy and learned 
Cardinal Silvio Antoniano, to whom the cause of Christian 
education is greatly indebted, has set forth most clearly this 
well established point of Catholic doctrine. He had been a 
disciple of that wonderful educator of youth, St. Philip Neri; he 
was teacher and Latin secretary to St. Charles Borromeo, and it 
was at the latter's suggestion and under his inspiration that he 
wrote his splendid treatise on The Christian Education of 
Youth. In it he argues as follows: 
 The more closely the temporal power of a nation aligns itself 
with the spiritual, and the more it fosters and promotes the 
latter, by so much the more it contributes to the conservation of 
the commonwealth. For it is the aim of the ecclesiastical 
authority by the use of spiritual means, to form good Christians 
in accordance with its own particular end and object; and in 
doing this it helps at the same time to form good citizens, and 
prepares them to meet their obligations as members of a civil 
society. This follows of necessity because in the City of God, 
the Holy Roman Catholic Church, a good citizen and an 
upright man are absolutely one and the same thing. How grave 
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therefore is the error of those who separate things so closely 
united, and who think that they can produce good citizens by 
ways and methods other than those which make for the 
formation of good Christians. For, let human prudence say 
what it likes and reason as it pleases, it is impossible to 
produce true temporal peace and tranquillity by things 
repugnant or opposed to the peace and happiness of 
eternity.[37]   
 55. What is true of the State, is true also of science, 
scientific methods and scientific research; they have nothing to 
fear from the full and perfect mandate which the Church holds 
in the field of education. Our Catholic institutions, whatever 
their grade in the educational and scientific world, have no 
need of apology. The esteem they enjoy, the praise they 
receive, the learned works which they promote and produce in 
such abundance, and above all, the men, fully and splendidly 
equipped, whom they provide for the magistracy, for the 
professions, for the teaching career, in fact for every walk of 
life, more than sufficiently testify in their favour.[38]   
 56. These facts moreover present a most striking 
confirmation of the Catholic doctrine defined by the Vatican 
Council: 
“Not only is it impossible for faith and reason to be at variance 
with each other, they are on the contrary of mutual help. For 
while right reason establishes the foundations of Faith, and, by 
the help of its light, develops a knowledge of the things of God, 
Faith on the other hand frees and preserves reason from error 
and enriches it with varied knowledge. The Church therefore, 
far from hindering the pursuit of the arts and sciences, fosters 
and promotes them in many ways. For she is neither ignorant 
nor unappreciative of the many advantages which flow from 
them to mankind. On the contrary she admits that just as they 
come from God, Lord of all knowledge, so too if rightly used, 

with the help of His grace they lead to God. Nor does she 
prevent the sciences, each in its own sphere, from making use 
of principles and methods of their own. Only while 
acknowledging the freedom due to them, she takes every 
precaution to prevent them from falling into error by 
opposition to divine doctrine, or from overstepping their proper 
limits, and thus invading and disturbing the domain of 
Faith.”[39]   
 57. This norm of a just freedom in things scientific, 
serves also as an inviolable norm of a just freedom in things 
didactic, or for rightly understood liberty in teaching; it should 
be observed therefore in whatever instruction is imparted to 
others. Its obligation is all the more binding in justice when 
there is question of instructing youth. For in this work the 
teacher, whether public or private, has no absolute right of his 
own, but only such as has been communicated to him by 
others. Besides every Christian child or youth has a strict right 
to instruction in harmony with the teaching of the Church, the 
pillar and ground of truth. And whoever disturbs the pupil's 
Faith in any way, does him grave wrong, inasmuch as he 
abuses the trust which children place in their teachers, and 
takes unfair advantage of their inexperience and of their natural 
craving for unrestrained liberty, at once illusory and false.   
 58. In fact it must never be forgotten that the subject of 
Christian education is man whole and entire, soul united to 
body in unity of nature, with all his faculties natural and 
supernatural, such as right reason and revelation show him to 
be; man, therefore, fallen from his original estate, but redeemed 
by Christ and restored to the supernatural condition of adopted 
son of God, though without the preternatural privileges of 
bodily immortality or perfect control of appetite. There remain 
therefore, in human nature the effects of original sin, the chief 
of which are weakness of will and disorderly inclinations.   
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 59. "Folly is bound up in the heart of a child and the rod 
of correction shall drive it away."[40] Disorderly inclinations 
then must be corrected, good tendencies encouraged and 
regulated from tender childhood, and above all the mind must 
be enlightened and the will strengthened by supernatural truth 
and by the means of grace, without which it is impossible to 
control evil impulses, impossible to attain to the full and 
complete perfection of education intended by the Church, 
which Christ has endowed so richly with divine doctrine and 
with the Sacraments, the efficacious means of grace.   
 60. Hence every form of pedagogic naturalism which in 
any way excludes or weakens supernatural Christian formation 
in the teaching of youth, is false. Every method of education 
founded, wholly or in part, on the denial or forgetfulness of 
original sin and of grace, and relying on the sole powers of 
human nature, is unsound. Such, generally speaking, are those 
modern systems bearing various names which appeal to a 
pretended self-government and unrestrained freedom on the 
part of the child, and which diminish or even suppress the 
teacher's authority and action, attributing to the child an 
exclusive primacy of initiative, and an activity independent of 
any higher law, natural or divine, in the work of his education.   
 61. If any of these terms are used, less properly, to 
denote the necessity of a gradually more active cooperation on 
the part of the pupil in his own education; if the intention is to 
banish from education despotism and violence, which, by the 
way, just punishment is not, this would be correct, but in no 
way new. It would mean only what has been taught and 
reduced to practice by the Church in traditional Christian 
education, in imitation of the method employed by God 
Himself towards His creatures, of whom He demands active 
cooperation according to the nature of each; for His Wisdom 

"reacheth from end to end mightily and ordereth all things 
sweetly."[41]   
 62. But alas! it is clear from the obvious meaning of the 
words and from experience, that what is intended by not a few, 
is the withdrawal of education from every sort of dependence 
on the divine law. So today we see, strange sight indeed, 
educators and philosophers who spend their lives in searching 
for a universal moral code of education, as if there existed no 
decalogue, no gospel law, no law even of nature stamped by 
God on the heart of man, promulgated by right reason, and 
codified in positive revelation by God Himself in the ten 
commandments. These innovators are wont to refer 
contemptuously to Christian education as "heteronomous," 
"passive","obsolete," because founded upon the authority of 
God and His holy law.   
 63. Such men are miserably deluded in their claim to 
emancipate, as they say, the child, while in reality they are 
making him the slave of his own blind pride and of his 
disorderly affections, which, as a logical consequence of this 
false system, come to be justified as legitimate demands of a 
so-called autonomous nature.   
 64. But what is worse is the claim, not only vain but 
false, irreverent and dangerous, to submit to research, 
experiment and conclusions of a purely natural and profane 
order, those matters of education which belong to the 
supernatural order; as for example questions of priestly or 
religious vocation, and in general the secret workings of grace 
which indeed elevate the natural powers, but are infinitely 
superior to them, and may nowise be subjected to physical 
laws, for "the Spirit breatheth where He will."[42]   
 65. Another very grave danger is that naturalism which 
nowadays invades the field of education in that most delicate 
matter of purity of morals. Far too common is the error of those 
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who with dangerous assurance and under an ugly term 
propagate a so-called sex-education, falsely imagining they can 
forearm youths against the dangers of sensuality by means 
purely natural, such as a foolhardy initiation and precautionary 
instruction for all indiscriminately, even in public; and, worse 
still, by exposing them at an early age to the occasions, in order 
to accustom them, so it is argued, and as it were to harden them 
against such dangers.   
 66. Such persons grievously err in refusing to recognize 
the inborn weakness of human nature, and the law of which the 
Apostle speaks, fighting against the law of the mind;[43] and 
also in ignoring the experience of facts, from which it is clear 
that, particularly in young people, evil practices are the effect 
not so much of ignorance of intellect as of weakness of a will 
exposed to dangerous occasions, and unsupported by the means 
of grace.   
 67. In this extremely delicate matter, if, all things 
considered, some private instruction is found necessary and 
opportune, from those who hold from God the commission to 
teach and who have the grace of state, every precaution must 
be taken. Such precautions are well known in traditional 
Christian education, and are adequately described by 
Antoniano cited above, when he says: 
“Such is our misery and inclination to sin, that often in the very 
things considered to be remedies against sin, we find occasions 
for and inducements to sin itself. Hence it is of the highest 
importance that a good father, while discussing with his son a 
matter so delicate, should be well on his guard and not descend 
to details, nor refer to the various ways in which this infernal 
hydra destroys with its poison so large a portion of the world; 
otherwise it may happen that instead of extinguishing this fire, 
he unwittingly stirs or kindles it in the simple and tender heart 
of the child. Speaking generally, during the period of childhood 

it suffices to employ those remedies which produce the double 
effect of opening the door to the virtue of purity and closing the 
door upon vice.”[44]   
 68. False also and harmful to Christian education is the 
so-called method of "coeducation." This too, by many of its 
supporters, is founded upon naturalism and the denial of 
original sin; but by all, upon a deplorable confusion of ideas 
that mistakes a leveling promiscuity and equality, for the 
legitimate association of the sexes. The Creator has ordained 
and disposed perfect union of the sexes only in matrimony, 
and, with varying degrees of contact, in the family and in 
society. Besides there is not in nature itself, which fashions the 
two quite different in organism, in temperament, in abilities, 
anything to suggest that there can be or ought to be 
promiscuity, and much less equality, in the training of the two 
sexes. These, in keeping with the wonderful designs of the 
Creator, are destined to complement each other in the family 
and in society, precisely because of their differences, which 
therefore ought to be maintained and encouraged during their 
years of formation, with the necessary distinction and 
corresponding separation, according to age and circumstances. 
These principles, with due regard to time and place, must, in 
accordance with Christian prudence, be applied to all schools, 
particularly in the most delicate and decisive period of 
formation, that, namely, of adolescence; and in gymnastic 
exercises and deportment, special care must be had of Christian 
modesty in young women and girls, which is so gravely 
impaired by any kind of exhibition in public.   
 69. Recalling the terrible words of the Divine Master: 
"Woe to the world because of scandals!"[45] We most 
earnestly appeal to your solicitude and your watchfulness, 
Venerable Brethren, against these pernicious errors, which, to 
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the immense harm of youth, are spreading far and wide among 
Christian peoples.   
 70. In order to obtain perfect education, it is of the 
utmost importance to see that all those conditions which 
surround the child during the period of his formation, in other 
words that the combination of circumstances which we call 
environment, correspond exactly to the end proposed.   
 71. The first natural and necessary element in this 
environment, as regards education, is the family, and this 
precisely because so ordained by the Creator Himself. 
Accordingly that education, as a rule, will be more effective 
and lasting which is received in a well-ordered and well-
disciplined Christian family; and more efficacious in 
proportion to the clear and constant good example set, first by 
the parents, and then by the other members of the household.   
 72. It is not our intention to treat formally the question 
of domestic education, nor even to touch upon its principal 
points. The subject is too vast. Besides there are not lacking 
special treatises on this topic by authors, both ancient and 
modern, well known for their solid Catholic doctrine. One 
which seems deserving of special mention is the golden treatise 
already referred to, of Antoniano, On the Christian Education 
of Youth, which St. Charles Borromeo ordered to be read in 
public to parents assembled in their churches.   
 73. Nevertheless, Venerable Brethren and beloved 
children, We wish to call your attention in a special manner to 
the present-day lamentable decline in family education. The 
offices and professions of a transitory and earthly life, which 
are certainly of far less importance, are prepared for by long 
and careful study; whereas for the fundamental duty and 
obligation of educating their children, many parents have little 
or no preparation, immersed as they are in temporal cares. The 
declining influence of domestic environment is further 

weakened by another tendency, prevalent almost everywhere 
today, which, under one pretext or another, for economic 
reasons, or for reasons of industry, trade or politics, causes 
children to be more and more frequently sent away from home 
even in their tenderest years. And there is a country where the 
children are actually being torn from the bosom of the family, 
to be formed (or, to speak more accurately, to be deformed and 
depraved) in godless schools and associations, to irreligion and 
hatred, according to the theories of advanced socialism; and 
thus is renewed in a real and more terrible manner the slaughter 
of the Innocents.   
 74. For the love of Our Savior .Jesus Christ, therefore, 
we implore pastors of souls, by every means in their power, by 
instructions and catechisms, by word of mouth and written 
articles widely distributed, to warn Christian parents of their 
grave obligations. And this should be done not in a merely 
theoretical and general way, but with practical and specific 
application to the various responsibilities of parents touching 
the religious, moral and civil training of their children, and 
with indication of the methods best adapted to make their 
training effective, supposing always the influence of their own 
exemplary lives. The Apostle of the Gentiles did not hesitate to 
descend to such details of practical instruction in his epistles, 
especially in the Epistle to the Ephesians, where among other 
things he gives this advice: "And you, fathers, provoke not 
your children to anger."[46] This fault is the result not so much 
of excessive severity, as of impatience and of ignorance of 
means best calculated to effect a desired correction; it is also 
due to the all too common relaxation of parental discipline 
which fails to check the growth of evil passions in the hearts of 
the younger generation. Parents therefore, and all who take 
their place in the work of education, should be careful to make 
right use of the authority given them by God, whose vicars in a 
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true sense they are. This authority is not given for their own 
advantage, but for the proper up-bringing of their children in a 
holy and filial "fear of God, the beginning of wisdom," on 
which foundation alone all respect for authority can rest 
securely; and without which, order, tranquillity and prosperity, 
whether in the family or in society, will be impossible.   
 75. To meet the weakness of man's fallen nature, God 
in His Goodness has provided the abundant helps of His grace 
and the countless means with which He has endowed the 
Church, the great family of Christ. The Church therefore is the 
educational environment most intimately and harmoniously 
associated with the Christian family.   
 76. This educational environment of the Church 
embraces the Sacraments, divinely efficacious means of grace, 
the sacred ritual, so wonderfully instructive, and the material 
fabric of her churches, whose liturgy and art have an immense 
educational value; but it also includes the great number and 
variety of schools, associations and institutions of all kinds, 
established for the training of youth in Christian piety, together 
with literature and the sciences, not omitting recreation and 
physical culture. And in this inexhaustible fecundity of 
educational works, how marvelous, how incomparable is the 
Church's maternal providence! So admirable too is the 
harmony which she maintains with the Christian family, that 
the Church and the family may be said to constitute together 
one and the same temple of Christian education.   
 77. Since however the younger generations must be 
trained in the arts and sciences for the advantage and prosperity 
of civil society, and since the family of itself is unequal to this 
task, it was necessary to create that social institution, the 
school. But let it be borne in mind that this institution owes its 
existence to the initiative of the family and of the Church, long 
before it was undertaken by the State. Hence considered in its 

historical origin, the school is by its very nature an institution 
subsidiary and complementary to the family and to the Church. 
It follows logically and necessarily that it must not be in 
opposition to, but in positive accord with those other two 
elements, and form with them a perfect moral union, 
constituting one sanctuary of education, as it were, with the 
family and the Church. Otherwise it is doomed to fail of its 
purpose, and to become instead an agent of destruction.   
 78. This principle we find recognized by a layman, 
famous for his pedagogical writings, though these because of 
their liberalism cannot be unreservedly praised. "The school," 
he writes, "if not a temple, is a den." And again: "When 
literary, social, domestic and religious education do not go 
hand in hand, man is unhappy and helpless."[47]   
 79. From this it follows that the so-called "neutral" or 
"lay" school, from which religion is excluded, is contrary to the 
fundamental principles of education. Such a school moreover 
cannot exist in practice; it is bound to become irreligious. 
There is no need to repeat what Our Predecessors have 
declared on this point, especially Pius IX and Leo XIII, at 
times when laicism was beginning in a special manner to infest 
the public school. We renew and confirm their 
declarations,[48] as well as the Sacred Canons in which the 
frequenting of non-Catholic schools, whether neutral or mixed, 
those namely which are open to Catholics and non-Catholics 
alike, is forbidden for Catholic children, and can be at most 
tolerated, on the approval of the Ordinary alone, under 
determined circumstances of place and time, and with special 
precautions.[49] Neither can Catholics admit that other type of 
mixed school, (least of all the so-called "école unique," 
obligatory on all), in which the students are provided with 
separate religious instruction, but receive other lessons in 
common with non-Catholic pupils from non-Catholic teachers.   
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 80. For the mere fact that a school gives some religious 
instruction (often extremely stinted), does not bring it into 
accord with the rights of the Church and of the Christian 
family, or make it a fit place for Catholic students. To be this, it 
is necessary that all the teaching and the whole organization of 
the school, and its teachers, syllabus and text-books in every 
branch, be regulated by the Christian spirit, under the direction 
and maternal supervision of the Church; so that Religion may 
be in very truth the foundation and crown of the youth's entire 
training; and this in every grade of school, not only the 
elementary, but the intermediate and the higher institutions of 
learning as well. To use the words of Leo XIII: 
 “It is necessary not only that religious instruction be 
given to the young at certain fixed times, but also that every 
other subject taught, be permeated with Christian piety. If this 
is wanting, if this sacred atmosphere does not pervade and 
warm the hearts of masters and scholars alike, little good can 
be expected from any kind of learning, and considerable harm 
will often be the consequence.”[50]   
 81. And let no one say that in a nation where there are 
different religious beliefs, it is impossible to provide for public 
instruction otherwise than by neutral or mixed schools. In such 
a case it becomes the duty of the State, indeed it is the easier 
and more reasonable method of procedure, to leave free scope 
to the initiative of the Church and the family, while giving 
them such assistance as justice demands. That this can be done 
to the full satisfaction of families, and to the advantage of 
education and of public peace and tranquillity, is clear from the 
actual experience of some countries comprising different 
religious denominations. There the school legislation respects 
the rights of the family, and Catholics are free to follow their 
own system of teaching in schools that are entirely Catholic. 
Nor is distributive justice lost sight of, as is evidenced by the 

financial aid granted by the State to the several schools 
demanded by the families.   
 82. In other countries of mixed creeds, things are 
otherwise, and a heavy burden weighs upon Catholics, who 
under the guidance of their Bishops and with the indefatigable 
cooperation of the clergy, secular and regular, support Catholic 
schools for their children entirely at their own expense; to this 
they feel obliged in conscience, and with a generosity and 
constancy worthy of all praise, they are firmly determined to 
make adequate provision for what they openly profess as their 
motto: "Catholic education in Catholic schools for all the 
Catholic youth." If such education is not aided from public 
funds, as distributive justice requires, certainly it may not be 
opposed by any civil authority ready to recognize the rights of 
the family, and the irreducible claims of legitimate liberty.   
 83. Where this fundamental liberty is thwarted or 
interfered with, Catholics will never feel, whatever may have 
been the sacrifices already made, that they have done enough, 
for the support and defense of their schools and for the 
securing of laws that will do them justice.   
 84. For whatever Catholics do in promoting and 
defending the Catholic school for their children, is a genuinely 
religious work and therefore an important task of "Catholic 
Action." For this reason the associations which in various 
countries are so zealously engaged in this work of prime 
necessity, are especially dear to Our paternal heart and are 
deserving of every commendation.   
 85. Let it be loudly proclaimed and well understood and 
recognized by all, that Catholics, no matter what their 
nationality, in agitating for Catholic schools for their children, 
are not mixing in party politics, but are engaged in a religious 
enterprise demanded by conscience. They do not intend to 
separate their children either from the body of the nation or its 
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spirit, but to educate them in a perfect manner, most conducive 
to the prosperity of the nation. Indeed a good Catholic, 
precisely because of his Catholic principles, makes the better 
citizen, attached to his country, and loyally submissive to 
constituted civil authority in every legitimate form of 
government.   
 86. In such a school, in harmony with the Church and 
the Christian family, the various branches of secular learning 
will not enter into conflict with religious instruction to the 
manifest detriment of education. And if, when occasion arises, 
it be deemed necessary to have the students read authors 
propounding false doctrine, for the purpose of refuting it, this 
will be done after due preparation and with such an antidote of 
sound doctrine, that it will not only do no harm, but will an aid 
to the Christian formation of youth.   
 87. In such a school moreover, the study of the 
vernacular and of classical literature will do no damage to 
moral virtue. There the Christian teacher will imitate the bee, 
which takes the choicest part of the flower and leaves the rest, 
as St. Basil teaches in his discourse to youths on the study of 
the classics.[51] Nor will this necessary caution, suggested also 
by the pagan Quintilian,[52] in any way hinder the Christian 
teacher from gathering and turning to profit, whatever there is 
of real worth in the systems and methods of our modern times, 
mindful of the Apostle's advice: "Prove all things: hold fast that 
which is good."[53] Hence in accepting the new, he will not 
hastily abandon the old, which the experience of centuries has 
found expedient and profitable. This is particularly true in the 
teaching of Latin, which in our days is falling more and more 
into disuse, because of the unreasonable rejection of methods 
so successfully used by that sane humanism, whose highest 
development was reached in the schools of the Church. These 
noble traditions of the past require that the youth committed to 

Catholic schools be fully instructed in the letters and sciences 
in accordance with the exigencies of the times. They also 
demand that the doctrine imparted be deep and solid, especially 
in sound philosophy, avoiding the muddled superficiality of 
those "who perhaps would have found the necessary, had they 
not gone in search of the superfluous."[54] In this connection 
Christian teachers should keep in mind what Leo XIII says in a 
pithy sentence: 
 “Greater stress must be laid on the employment of apt 
and solid methods of teaching, and, what is still more 
important, on bringing into full conformity with the Catholic 
faith, what is taught in literature, in the sciences, and above all 
in philosophy, on which depends in great part the right 
orientation of the other branches of knowledge.”[55]   
 88. Perfect schools are the result not so much of good 
methods as of good teachers, teachers who are thoroughly 
prepared and well-grounded in the matter they have to teach; 
who possess the intellectual and moral qualifications required 
by their important office; who cherish a pure and holy love for 
the youths confided to them, because they love Jesus Christ 
and His Church, of which these are the children of predilection; 
and who have therefore sincerely at heart the true good of 
family and country. Indeed it fills Our soul with consolation 
and gratitude towards the divine Goodness to see, side by side 
with religious men and women engaged in teaching, such a 
large number of excellent lay teachers, who, for their greater 
spiritual advancement, are often grouped in special sodalities 
and associations, which are worthy of praise and 
encouragement as most excellent and powerful auxiliaries of 
"Catholic Action." All these labor unselfishly with zeal and 
perseverance in what St. Gregory Nazianzen calls "the art of 
arts and the science of sciences,"[56] the direction and 
formation of youth. Of them also it may be said in the words of 
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the divine Master: "The harvest indeed is great, but the laborers 
few."[57] Let us then pray the Lord of the harvest to send more 
such workers into the field of Christian education; and let their 
formation be one of the principal concerns of the pastors of 
souls and of the superiors of Religious Orders.   
 89. It is no less necessary to direct and watch the 
education of the adolescent, "soft as wax to be moulded into 
vice,"[58] in whatever other environment he may happen to be, 
removing occasions of evil and providing occasions for good in 
his recreations and social intercourse; for "evil communications 
corrupt good manners."[59]   
 90. More than ever nowadays an extended and careful 
vigilance is necessary, inasmuch as the dangers of moral and 
religious shipwreck are greater for inexperienced youth. 
Especially is this true of impious and immoral books, often 
diabolically circulated at low prices; of the cinema, which 
multiplies every kind of exhibition; and now also of the radio, 
which facilitates every kind of communications. These most 
powerful means of publicity, which can be of great utility for 
instruction and education when directed by sound principles, 
are only too often used as an incentive to evil passions and 
greed for gain. St. Augustine deplored the passion for the 
shows of the circus which possessed even some Christians of 
his time, and he dramatically narrates the infatuation for them, 
fortunately only temporary, of his disciple and friend 
Alipius.[60] How often today must parents and educators 
bewail the corruption of youth brought about by the modern 
theater and the vile book!   
 91. Worthy of all praise and encouragement therefore 
are those educational associations which have for their object 
to point out to parents and educators, by means of suitable 
books and periodicals, the dangers to morals and religion that 
are often cunningly disguised in books and theatrical 

representations. In their spirit of zeal for the souls of the young, 
they endeavor at the same time to circulate good literature and 
to promote plays that are really instructive, going so far as to 
put up at the cost of great sacrifices, theaters and cinemas, in 
which virtue will have nothing to suffer and much to gain.   
 92. This necessary vigilance does not demand that 
young people be removed from the society in which they must 
live and save their souls; but that today more than ever they 
should be forewarned and forearmed as Christians against the 
seductions and the errors of the world, which, as Holy Writ 
admonishes us, is all "concupiscence of the flesh, 
concupiscence of the eyes and pride of life."[61] Let them be 
what Tertullian wrote of the first Christians, and what 
Christians of all times ought to be, "sharers in the possession of 
the world, not of its error."[62]   
 93. This saying of Tertullian brings us to the topic 
which we propose to treat in the last place, and which is of the 
greatest importance, that is, the true nature of Christian 
education, as deduced from its proper end. Its consideration 
reveals with noonday clearness the pre-eminent educational 
mission of the Church.   
 94. The proper and immediate end of Christian 
education is to cooperate with divine grace in forming the true 
and perfect Christian, that is, to form Christ Himself in those 
regenerated by Baptism, according to the emphatic expression 
of the Apostle: "My little children, of whom I am in labor 
again, until Christ be formed in you."[63] For the true Christian 
must live a supernatural life in Christ: "Christ who is your 
life,"[64] and display it in all his actions: "That the life also of 
Jesus may be made manifest in our mortal flesh."[65]   
 95. For precisely this reason, Christian education takes 
in the whole aggregate of human life, physical and spiritual, 
intellectual and moral, individual, domestic and social, not with 
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a view of reducing it in any way, but in order to elevate, 
regulate and perfect it, in accordance with the example and 
teaching of Christ.   
 96. Hence the true Christian, product of Christian 
education, is the supernatural man who thinks, judges and acts 
constantly and consistently in accordance with right reason 
illumined by the supernatural light of the example and teaching 
of Christ; in other words, to use the current term, the true and 
finished man of character. For, it is not every kind of 
consistency and firmness of conduct based on subjective 
principles that makes true character, but only constancy in 
following the eternal principles of justice, as is admitted even 
by the pagan poet when he praises as one and the same "the 
man who is just and firm of purpose."[66] And on the other 
hand, there cannot be full justice except in giving to God what 
is due to God, as the true Christian does.   
 97. The scope and aim of Christian education as here 
described, appears to the worldly as an abstraction, or rather as 
something that cannot be attained without the suppression or 
dwarfing of the natural faculties, and without a renunciation of 
the activities of the present life, and hence inimical to social 
life and temporal prosperity, and contrary to all progress in 
letters, arts and sciences, and all the other elements of 
civilization. To a like objection raised by the ignorance and the 
prejudice of even cultured pagans of a former day, and 
repeated with greater frequency and insistence in modern 
times, Tertullian has replied as follows: 
 “We are not strangers to life.We are fully aware of the 
gratitude we owe to God, our Lord and Creator. We reject none 
of the fruits of His handiwork; we only abstain from their 
immoderate or unlawful use. We are living in the world with 
you; we do not shun your forum, your markets, your baths, 
your shops, your factories, your stables, your places of business 

and traffic. We take shop with you and we serve in your 
armies; we are farmers and merchants with you; we 
interchange skilled labor and display our works in public for 
your service. How we can seem unprofitable to you with whom 
we live and of whom we are, I know not.”[67]   
 98. The true Christian does not renounce the activities 
of this life, he does not stunt his natural faculties; but he 
develops and perfects them, by coordinating them with the 
supernatural. He thus ennobles what is merely natural in life 
and secures for it new strength in the material and temporal 
order, no less then in the spiritual and eternal.   
 99. This fact is proved by the whole history of 
Christianity and its institutions, which is nothing else but the 
history of true civilization and progress up to the present day. It 
stands out conspicuously in the lives of the numerous Saints, 
whom the Church, and she alone, produces, in whom is 
perfectly realized the purpose of Christian education, and who 
have in every way ennobled and benefited human society. 
Indeed, the Saints have ever been, are, and ever will be the 
greatest benefactors of society, and perfect models for every 
class and profession, for every state and condition of life, from 
the simple and uncultured peasant to the master of sciences and 
letters, from the humble artisan to the commander of armies, 
from the father of a family to the ruler of peoples and nations, 
from simple maidens and matrons of the domestic hearth to 
queens and empresses. What shall we say of the immense work 
which has been accomplished even for the temporal well-being 
of men by missionaries of the Gospel, who have brought and 
still bring to barbarous tribes the benefits of civilization 
together with the light of the Faith? What of the founders of so 
many social and charitable institutions, of the vast numbers of 
saintly educators, men and women, who have perpetuated and 
multiplied their life work, by leaving after them prolific 
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institutions of Christian education, in aid of families and for the 
inestimable advantage of nations?   
 100. Such are the fruits of Christian education. Their 
price and value is derived from the supernatural virtue and life 
in Christ which Christian education forms and develops in 
man. Of this life and virtue Christ our Lord and Master is the 
source and dispenser. By His example He is at the same time 
the universal model accessible to all, especially to the young in 
the period of His hidden life, a life of labor and obedience, 
adorned with all virtues, personal, domestic and social, before 
God and men.   
 101. Now all this array of priceless educational 
treasures which We have barely touched upon, is so truly a 
property of the Church as to form her very substance, since she 
is the mystical body of Christ, the immaculate spouse of Christ, 
and consequently a most admirable mother and an 
incomparable and perfect teacher. This thought inspired St. 
Augustine, the great genius of whose blessed death we are 
about to celebrate the fifteenth centenary, with accents of 
tenderest love for so glorious a mother: 
 “O Catholic Church, true Mother of Christians! Not 
only doest thou preach to us, as is meet, how purely and 
chastely we are to worship God Himself, Whom to possess is 
life most blessed; thou does moreover so cherish neighborly 
love and charity, that all the infirmities to which sinful souls 
are subject, find their most potent remedy in thee. Childlike 
thou are in molding the child, strong with the young man, 
gentle with the aged, dealing with each according to his needs 
of mind of body. Thou does subject child to parent in a sort of 
free servitude, and settest parent over child in a jurisdiction of 
love. Thou bindest brethren to brethren by the bond of religion, 
stronger and closer then the bond of blood .... Thou unitest 
citizen to citizen, nation to nation, yea, all men, in a union not 

of companionship only, but of brotherhood, reminding them of 
their common origin. Thou teachest kings to care for their 
people, and biddest people to be subject to their kings. Thou 
teachest assiduously to whom honor is due, to whom love, to 
whom reverence, to whom fear, to whom comfort, to whom 
rebuke, to whom punishment; showing us that whilst not all 
things nor the same things are due to all, charity is due to all 
and offense to none.”[68]   
 102. Let us then, Venerable Brethren, raise our hands 
and our hearts in supplication to heaven, "to the Shepherd and 
Bishop of our Souls,"[69] to the divine King "who gives laws 
to rulers," that in His almighty power He may cause these 
splendid fruits of Christian education to be gathered in ever 
greater abundance "in the whole world," for the lasting benefit 
of individuals and of nations.   
 As a pledge of these heavenly favors, with paternal 
affection We impart to you, Venerable Brethren, to your clergy 
and your people, the Apostolic Benediction.   
 
Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, the thirty-first day of December, 
in the year 1929, the eighth of Our Pontificate.   
  
PIUS XI 
  
 1. Marc., X, 14: Sinite parvulos venir ad me.   
 2. II Tim., IV, 2: Insta opportune importune: argue, obsecra 
increpa in omni patientia et doctrina.    
 3. Confess., I, I: Fecisti nos, Domine, ad Te. et inquietum est 
cor nostrum donec requiescat in Te.   
 4. Prov. XXII, 6: Adolescens iuxta viam suam etiam cum 
senuerit non recedet ab ea.   
 5. Hom. 60, in c. 18 Matth.: Ouid maius quam animis 
moderari, quam adolescentulorum fingere mores?    
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 6. Marc., IX, 36: Quisquis unum ex huiusmodi pueris receperit 
in nomine meo, me recipit.   
 7. Matth., XXVIII, 18-20: Data est mihi omnis potestas in 
caelo et in terra. Euntes ergo docete omnes gentes, baptizantes 
eos in nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti: docentes eos 
servare omnia quaecumque mandavi vobis. Et ecce ego 
vobiscum sum omnibus diebus usque ad consummationem 
saeculi.    
 8. Pius IX, Ep. Quum non sine, 14 Iul, 1864: Columna et 
firmamentum viritatis a Divino suo Auctore fuit constituta, ut 
omnes homines divinam edoceat fidem, eiusque depositum sibi 
traditum integrum inviolatumque custodiat, ac homines 
eotumque consortia et actiones ad morum honestatem vitaeque 
integritatem, iuxta revelatae doctrinae normam, dirigat et 
fingat.    
 9. De Symbolo ad catech., XIII: Non habebit Deum patrem, 
qui Ecclesiam noluerit habere matrem.    
 10. Ep. enc. Libertas, 20 Iun. 1888: in fide atque in institutione 
morum, divini magisterii Ecclesiam fecit Deus ipse participem, 
eamdemque divino eius beneficio falli nesciam: quare magistra 
mortalium est maxima ac tutissima, in eaque inest non violabile 
ius ad magisterii libertatem.    
 11. Ep. enc. Singulari quadam. 24 Sept. 1912: Quidquid homo 
christianus agat, etiam in ordine rerum terrenarum, non ei licet 
bona negligere quae sunt supra naturam, immo oportet ad 
summum bonum, tamquam ad ultimum finem, ex christianae 
sapientiae praescriptis omnia dirigat: omnes autem actiones 
eius, quatenus bonae aut malae sunt in genere morum, id est 
cum iure naturali et divino congruunt aut discrepant, indicio et 
iurisdictioni Ecclesiae subsunt.    
 12. A. Manzoni, Osservazioni sulla Morale Cattolica, c. III.   
 13. Codex luris Canonici, c. 1375.   

 14. Commentar. in Matth., cap. 18: Quid mundo tam 
periculosum quam non recepisse Christum?    
 15. Cod. I.C., cc. 1381, 1382.   
 16. Ep. enc. Nobilissima Gallorum Gens, 8 Febr. 1884: male 
sana omnis futura est animarum cultura: insueti ad 
verecundiam Dei adolescentes nullam ferre poterunt honeste 
vivendi disciplinam, suisque cupiditatibus nihil unquam negare 
ausi, facile ad miscendas civitates pertrahentur.    
 17. Matth., XXVIII, 19: docete omnes gentes.    
 18. Discourse to the students of Mondragone College, May 
14,1929.   
 19. Deut., XXXII, 4: Dei perfecta sunt opera, et omnes viae 
eius indicia.   
 20. S. Th., 2-2, Q. CII, a. I: Carnalis pater particulariter 
participat rationem principii quae universaliter invenitur in 
Deo. . . . Pater est principium et generationis et educatonis et 
disciplinae, et omnium quae ad perfectionem humanae vitae 
pertinent.    
 21. S. Th., 2-2, Q. X, a. 12: Filius enim naturaliter est aliquid 
patris . . .; ita de iure naturali est quod filius, antequam habeat 
usum rationis, sit sub cura patris. Unde contra iustitiam 
naturalem esset, si puer, antequam habeat usum rationis, a cura 
parentum subtrahatur, vel de eo aliquid ordinetur invitis 
parentibus.    
 22. Suppl. S. Th. 3; p. Q. 41, a. 1: Non enim intendit natura 
solum generationem prolis, sed etiam traductionem et 
promotionem usque ad perfectum statum hominis in quantum 
homo est, qui est virtutis status.    
 23. Cod. I. C. , c. 1113: Parentes gravissima obligatione 
tenentur prolis educationem tum religiosam et moralem, tum 
physicam et civilem pro viribus curandi, et etiam temporali 
eorum bono providendi.    
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 24. Ep. enc. Rerum novarum, 15 Maii 1891: Filii sunt aliquid 
patris, et velut paternae amplificatio quaedam personae 
proprieque loqui si volumus, non ipsi per se, sed per 
communitatem domesticam, in qua generati sunt, civilem 
ineunt ac participant societatem.    
 25. Ep. enc. Rerum novarum, 15 Maii 1891: Patria potestas est 
eiusmodi, ut nec extingui, neque absorberi a republica possit, 
quia idem et commune habet cum ipsa hominum vita 
principium .    
 26. Ep. enc. Sapientiae christianae, 10 Ian. 1890: Natura 
parentes habent ius suum instituendi, quos procrearint, hoc 
adiuncto officio, ut cum fine, cuius gratia sobolem Dei 
beneficio susceperunt, ipsa educatio conveniat et doctrina 
puerilis. Igitur parentibus est necessanum eniti et contendere, ut 
omnem in hoc genere propulsent iniuriam, omninoque 
pervincant ut sua in potestate sit educere liberos, uti par est, 
more christiano, maximeque prohibere scholis iis, a quibus 
periculum est ne malum venenum imbibant impietatis.    
 27. Cod I. C.,c.1113.   
 28. "The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all 
governments in this Union repose excludes any general power 
of the State to standardize its children by forcing them to 
accept instruction from public teachers only. The child is not 
the mere creature of the State; those who nurture him and 
direct his destiny have the right coupled with the high duty, to 
recognize, and prepare him for additional duties." U.S. 
Supreme Court Decision in the Oregon School Case, June 1, 
1925.   
 29. Letter to the Cardinal Secretary of State, May 30, 1929.   
 30. Cod. I. C., c. 750, & 2. S. Th., 2, 2. Q. X., a. 12.   
 31. Discourse to the students of Mondragone College, May 
14,1929.   

 32. Discourse to the students of Mondragone College, May 
14,1929.   
 33. P. L. Taparelli, Saggio teor. di Diritto Naturale, n. 922; a 
work never sufficiently praised and recommended to university 
students (Cfr. Our Discourse of Dec. 18, 1927).   
 34. Ep. enc. Immortale Dei, 1 Nov. 1885: Deus humani 
generis procurationem inter duos potestates partitus est, scilicet 
eccesiasticam et civilem, alteram quidem divinis, alteram 
humanis rebus praepositam. Utraque est in suo genere maxima: 
habet utraque certos, quibus contineatur, terminos, eosque sua 
cuiusque natura causaque proxime definitos; unde aliquis velut 
orbis circumscribitur, in quo sua cuiusque actio iure proprio 
versetur. Sed quia utriusque imperium est in eosdem, cum 
usuvenire possit, ut res una atque eadem quamquam aliter 
atque aliter, sed tamen eadem res, ad utriusque ius iudiciumque 
pertineat, debet providentissimus Deus, a quo sunt ambae 
constitutae, utriusque itinera recte atque ordine composiusse. 
Quae autem sunt, a Deo ordinatae sunt (Rom., XIII, 1).    
 35. Ep. enc. Immortale Dei, 1 Nov. 1885: Itaque inter 
utramque potestatem quaedam intercedat necesse est ordinata 
colligatio: quae quidem coniunctioni non immerito comparatur, 
per quam anima et corpus in homine copulantur. Qualis autem 
et quanta ea sit, aliter iudicari non potest, nisi respiciendo, uti 
diximus, ad utriusque naturam, habendaque ratione excellentiae 
et nobilitatis causarum; cum alteri proxime maximeque 
propositum sit rerum mortalium curare commoda, alteri 
caelestia ac sempiterna bona comparare. Quidquid igitur est in 
rebus humanis quoquo modo sacrum, quidquid ad salutem 
animorum cultumve Dei pertinet, sive tale illud sit natura sua, 
sive rursus tale intelligatur propter caussam ad quam refertur, 
id est omne in potestate arbitrioque Ecclesiae: cetera vero, quae 
civile et politicum genus complectitur, rectum est civili 
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auctoritati esse subiecta, cum lesus Christus iusserit, quae 
Caesaris sint, reddi Caesari, quae Dei, Deo.    
 36. Ep. 138: Proinde qui doctrinam Christi adversam dicunt 
esse reipublicae, dent exercitum talem, quales doctrinas Christi 
esse milites iussit; dent tales provinciales, tales maritos, tales 
coniuges, tales parentes, tales filios, tales dominos, tales 
servos, tales reges, tales iudices, tales denique debitorum ipsius 
fisci redditores et exactores, quales esse praecipit doctrina 
christiana, et audeant eam dicere adversam esse reipublicae, 
ima vero non dubitent eam confiteri magnam, si obtemperetur, 
salutem esse reiublicae.    
 37. Dell 'educaz. crist., lib. I, c. 43.   
 38. Letter to the Cardinal Secretary of State, May 30, 1929.   
 39. Conc. Vat., Sess. 3, cap. 4. Neque solum fides et ratio inter 
se dissidere nunquam possunt, sed opem quoque sibi mutuam 
ferunt, cum recta ratio fidei fundamenta demonstret eiusque 
lumine illustrata rerum divinarum scientiam excolat, fides vero 
rationem ab erroribus liberet ac tueatur eamque multiplici 
cognitione instruat. Quapropter tantum abest. ut Ecclesia 
humanarum artium et disciplinarium culturae obsistat, ut hanc 
multis modis invet atque promoveat. Non enim commoda ab iis 
ad hominum vitam dimanantia aut ignorat aut dispicit; fatetur 
immo, eas, quemadmodum a Deo scientiarum Domino 
profectae sunt, ita, si rite pertractentur, ad Deum iuvante eius 
gratia perducere. Nec sane ipsa vetat, ne huiusmodi disciplinae 
in suo quaeque ambitu propriis utantur principiis et propria 
methodo; sed iustam hanc libertatem agnoscens, id sedulo 
cavet, ne divinae doctrinae repugnando errores in se suscipiant, 
aut fines proprios transgressae ea, quae sunt fidei, occupent et 
perturbent.    
 40. Prov., XXII, 15: Stultitia colligata est in corde pueri: et 
virga disciplinae fugabit eam.    

 41. Sap., VIII, 1: attingit a fine usque ad finem fortiter, et 
disponit omnia suaviter.    
 42. Io., III, 8: Spiritus ubi vult spirat.    
 43. Rom., VII, 23.   
 44. Silvio Antonio, Dell 'educazione cristiana dei figliuoli, lib. 
II, e. 88.   
 45. Matth., XVIII, 7: Vae mundo a scandalis!    
 46. Eph., VI, 4: Patres, nolite ad iracundiam provocare filios 
vestros.    
 47. Nic. Tommaseo, Pensieri sull 'educazione, Parte I, 3, 6.   
 48. Pius IX, Ep. Quum non sine, 14 Jul. 1864. - Syllabus, 
Prop. 48. - Leo XIII, alloc. Summi Pontificatus, 20 Aug. 1880, 
Ep. enc. Nobilissima, 8 Febr. 1884, Ep. enc. Quod multum, 22 
Aug. 1886, Ep. Officio sanctissimo, 22 Dec. 1887, Ep. enc. 
Caritatis, 19 Mart. 1894, etc. (cfr. Cod. I.C. cum. Fontium 
Annot., c. 1374).   
 49. Cod. I.C., c. 1374.   
 50. Ep. enc. Militantis Ecclesiae, 1 Aug. 1897: Necesse est 
non modo certis horis doceri iuvenes religionem, sed reliquam 
institutionem omnem christianae pietatis sensus redolere. Id si 
desit, si sacer hic halitus non doctorum animos ac discentum 
pervadat foveatque, exiguae capientur ex qualibet doctrina 
utilitates; damna saepe consequentur haud exigua.    
 51. P.G., t. 31, 570.   
 52. Inst. Or., I, 8.   
 53. I Thess., V, 21: omnia probate; quod bonum est tenete.    
 54. Seneca, Epist. 45: invenissent forsitan necessaria nisi et 
superflua quaesiissent.    
 55. Leo XII, Ep. enc., Insrutabli 21 Apr. 1878: . . .alacrius 
adnitendum est, ut non solum apta ac solida institutionis 
methodus, sed maxime institutio ipsa catholicae fidei omnino 
confommis in litteris et disciplinis vigeat, praesertim autem in 
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philosophia, ex qua recta aliarum scientiarum ratio magna ex 
parte dependet.    
 56. Oratio II, P.G., t. 35, 426: ars artium et scientia 
scientiarvum.    
 57. Matth., IX, 37: Messis quidem multa, operarii autem pauci.    
 58. Horat., Art. poet., v. 163: cereus in vitium flecti.   
 59. I Cor. XV, 33: corrumpunt mores bonos colloquia mala.    
 60. Conf., VI, 8.   
 61. I lo., II, 16: concupiscentia carnis, concupiscentia 
oculorum et superbia vitae.    
 62. De Idololatria, 14: compossessores mundi, non erroris.    
 63. Gal., IV, 19: Filioli mei, quos iterum parturio, donec 
formetur Christus in vobis.    
 64. Col., III, 4: Christus, vita vestra.    
 65. II Cor., IV, II: ut et vita lesu manifestetur in carne nostra 
mortali.    
 66. Horat., Od., 1,III, od. 3, v. 1: lustum et tenacem propositi 
virum.    
 67. Apol., 42: Non sumus exules vitae. Meminimus gratiam 
nos debere Deo Domino Creatori; nullum fructum operum eius 
repudiamus; plane temperamus, ne ultra modum aut perperam 
utamur. Itaque non sine foro, non sine macello, non sine 
balneis, tabernis, officinis, stabulis, nundinis vestris, 
caeterisque commerciis cohabitamus in hoc saeculo. 
Navigamus et nos vobiscum et militamus et rusticamur, et 
mercamur, proinde miscemus artes, operas nostras publicamus 
usui vestro. Quomodo infructuosi videamur negotiis vestris, 
cum quibus et de quibus vivimus, non scio.    
 68. De moribus Eccleslae catholicae, lib. 1, c. 30: Merito 
Ecclesia catholica Mater christianorum verissima, non solum 
ipsum Deum, cuius adeptio Vita est beatissima, purissime 
atque castissime colendum praedicas; sed etiam proximi 
dilectionem atque charitatem ita complecteris, ut variorum 

morborum, quibus pro peccatis suis animae aegrotant, omnis 
apud te medicina praepolleat. Tu pueriliter, pueros, fortiter 
iuvenes, quiete senes prout cuiusque non corporis tantum, sed 
et animi aetas est, exerces ac doces. Tu parentibus filios libera 
quadam servitute subiungis, parentes filiis pia dominatione 
praeponis. Tu fratribus fratres religionis vinculo firmiore atque 
arctiore quam sanguinis nectis . . . Tu cives civibus, gentes 
gentibus, et prorsus homines primorum parentum recordatione, 
non societate tantum, sed quadam etiam fraternitate coniungis. 
Doces Reges prospicere populis; mones populos se subdere 
Regibus. Quibus honor debeatur, quibus affectus, quibus 
reverentia, quibus timor, quibus consolatio, quibus admonitio, 
quibus cohortatio, quibus disciplina, quibus obiurgatio, quibus 
supplicium, sedulo doces; ostendens quemadmodum et non 
omnibus omnia, et omnibus charitas, et nulli debeatur iniuria.    
 69. Cfr. I Petr., II, 25: ad Pastorem et Episcopum animarum 
vrotrarum.  


